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2. Oath Of Office
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5. Approval Of Minutes
5.A. Minutes October 17, 2018
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Youth Commissioner Report

7. New Business
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Foundational Meeting Overview
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7A1. UCC CHAPTER 2015.PDF
7A2. 2018-2019 WORKPLAN1.PDF
7A3. ENGAGEMENT BACKGROUND.PDF
7A4. PR PRIMER.PDF
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Proclamation Discussion
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7B. STAFF REPORT.PDF
7B1. PROCLAMATION PACKET.PDF
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Discussion On Pilot Proclamation
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Discussion On Pilot Proclamation
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7:35

PM

Overview Of IAP2 & Update On Engagement Survey

Documents:
7D. STAFF REPORT.PDF
7D1. SURVEY RESPONSES.PDF
7D2. PLANNING FOR EFFECTIVE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION.PDF
7D3. ARLINGTON, VA PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT GUIDE.PDF
7.E.

8:15

PM

Discuss Demographic Data

Documents:
7E. STAFF REPORT.PDF
7.F.

8:30

PM

2019 Calendar

Documents:
7F. 2019 DRAFT COMMISSION CALENDAR.PDF
8.

8:40

P.M.

Announcements

9. Future Agenda Items
1. 2020 Census
10.

8:45

P.M.

Adjournment

Public Comment is encouraged during Commission meetings. You may comment on
items not on the agenda at the beginning of each meeting; you may also comment
on agenda items during the meeting by indicating to the Chair your wish to speak.
Be a part of the picture… get involved with your City… Volunteer. For more
information email rachel.boggs@cityofroseville.com or call (651) 792-7028.
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Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
Meeting Minutes
DRAFT – October 17, 2018 - DRAFT
Commissioners Present:

Cat Beltmann, Monica Bolinger, Etienne Djevi, Michelle Manke,
and Lauren Peterson

Youth Commissioners:

Acer Iverson and Elizabeth Hansel

Commissioners Absent:

Jill Eck (excused), Ahmed Hassan (excused), James Reyerson
(excused)

Staff Present:

Rebecca Olson, Assistant City Manager

Call to Order/Roll Call
The Human Rights, Inclusion, and Engagement Commission (HRIEC) meeting was called to
order at 6:35 p.m.
Approve Agenda
Chair Beltmann asked to move the discussion of the Foundational Meeting to the November
meeting. She thought it would be beneficial for the new Commissioners to be at the meeting for
this item.
Chair Beltmann moved and Commissioner Manke seconded a motion to move the Foundational
Meeting to November. Motion passed unanimously.
Commissioner Djevi moved and Commissioner Peterson seconded a motion to approve the
Agenda as amended. Motion passed unanimously.
Public Comment on Items Not on Agenda
Ms. Kathy Ramaundt, 1161 Lori Road
Ms. Ramaundt stated she has been a resident of Roseville for ten years and a founder of Do
Good Roseville. She stated she have a regular pattern of coming before either the City Council
or HRIEC every year. She noted her request is always the same every year and she hoped
someone would listen, understand, and take some concrete action. She stated she sent a letter in
regard to what she considered an Open Meeting Law violation with the Mayor and two
Councilmembers. She noted she was not at the meeting to discuss this or ask the Commission to
act on it. She stated she brought this up to illustrate her point that the City needs a formal
complaint process. She stated her intent was to find a way to help residents make their concerns
known, to feel like the resident has been heard and understood, and to prevent escalation.
Ms. Ramaundt reviewed the Open Meeting Law violation incident with the Commission. She
noted she also contacted the City Council for an explanation without any contact from them, that
is when she sent out a letter to all of the Commissioners asking that the Commissioners consider
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a formal complaint process. She stated after the letter she understood Mayor Roe took the time
to make an explanation to all of the Commissioners but not to her or Ms. Diane Hilden. She
thought this was inappropriate. She stated Ms. Hilden went to the newspaper and she was told it
was a State issue, so she contacted Senator Marty and Representative Houseman. The
newspaper, Senator, and Representative all responded but she has still not heard anything back
from the Council.
Ms. Ramaundt indicated she did not want to take those escalations, but the City has to pay
attention to complaints. She noted she had a lot more examples but thought this was an easy
thing to solve without going through all of them. She stated the City needs to implement a
policy immediately where someone from the City will acknowledge any complaint received
about any person who represents the City regardless of how it is heard, in writing within twentyfour to forty-eight hours. This does not mean the issue will be solved and, in some cases, maybe
the City will not do anything but at minimum to acknowledge the complaint and tell the person
who to contact if the issue is not resolved. Mayor Roe once told her that the City did not
acknowledge and email that someone called a formal complaint because it was considered a free
speech issue. He never responded to her complaint but could have stated it was a free speech
issue and the City would not do anything about it. She stated just acknowledging it in itself deescalates the situation and sometimes will solve things by having people be heard.
Ms. Ramaundt stated the next things is to start tracking all complaints about City representatives
in a central place. Without a central place for tracking, there is no way to see what is happening
in the City and is easy to say there are no problems. She noted memory is short and those in
charge do change. She stated from personal experience the City has had multiple complaints
about a specific person and the City acted as if it was something new every time the issue came
up. She indicated if the complaints were tracked the City Staff would have known and seen there
was a pattern. She was asking that by tracking and keeping track of those complaints that are
coming in from residents and responding to them to look for patterns and be creative in
resolutions. She stated she has heard over and over again that making it easy for residents to
complain is going to end up with frivolous complaints and targeting somebody. She still held the
opinion that if there were multiple complaints about someone, there is a problem that needs to be
addressed.
Ms. Ramaundt thought the Commission can help develop a guide for residents and how to handle
complaints. She stated people do not know what to do and do not have a place to go with their
complaints. The formal complaint process she was talking about could evolve if it needs to, but
she was still optimistic that most problems can be solved when small and manageable, but it
cannot be fixed if not acknowledged.
Chair Beltmann thought this item was something to review to see if it makes sense to put on an
upcoming meeting agenda.
Approve Minutes
a. September 29, 2018 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
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Commissioner Peterson moved and Commissioner Bolinger seconded a motion to approve the
September 29, 2018 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission meeting minutes as
presented. Motion passed unanimously.
Receive Reports
Assistant City Manager Olson updated on the Commission on the Bus Circulator discussion at
the City Council meeting.
Ms. Olson stated the Roseville City Council agreed to fund the extension of the circulator bus
service with the adjust route serving SE Roseville for another six months. The current route will
continue operating until staff has time to market and do outreach in regard to the new route.
Staff is hoping to have the new route start up by January 1, 2019, which is when the six-month
extension with the new route will begin. The working group will be meeting in the near future to
work on getting the word out by distributing fliers and using the City networks to share the
information. Staff also wants to connect to organizations that serve the population in SE
Roseville to help get the word out.
Ms. Olson reported to the Commission that the Snow Plowing item will be going to the Council
on Monday, October 22nd. The GARE team put together a report on the process used. She
encouraged each of the Commission members to read the report to better understand the
engagement of this particular policy issue.
Youth Commissioner Report
Youth Commissioner Hansel reported the Human Rights Club started on September 25th and
there are a lot of new members. She noted the Human Rights Club has currently partnered with
Social Studies Department to run the mock election within the school.
Chair Beltmann asked if there was any encouragement for high school kids, age eighteen or older
to leave school to vote for primaries or is there any encouragement to go out and vote.
Youth Commissioner Hansel stated that is what part of the mock election is trying to do. It is
getting students comfortable with the voting process and learning. She noted a lot of social
studies teachers are doing presentations on the voting process. She was not sure if there was
encouragement to go out that day to vote, if eighteen, but she thought the school indicated the
students would be excused for voting on election day.
Youth Commissioner Iverson stated there have been students that come in at lunch registering to
vote, if eighteen.
New Business
a. Foundational Meeting Information
Moved to November
.
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b. Proclamation Discussion
Assistant City Manager Olson noted she tentatively scheduled the proclamations to
go the City Council for review at the November 26th Council meeting as a package.
MLK – Ms. Olson noted Commissioner Eck had this proclamation reviewed by
Marquita Stevens with Minneapolis Urban League.
Human Trafficking – Commissioner Peterson indicated she met with Mr. Corey
Yunke of the Roseville Police Department to make sure this aligned with what the
Police Department is doing, and Mr. Yunke gave his stamp of approval from the
Police Department.
Commissioner Peterson stated the City of Roseville received ten thousand dollars in
funding from the Roseville Police Foundation to carry out collaborative efforts to
fight human trafficking in Roseville. The money was accepted October 8th. The
Chief sent out his newsletter that highlighted the collaboration on fighting human
trafficking. She noted the Police Department does not have enough man power for
someone to always be working on this issue. The money received additionally is
used to staff overtime and initiatives. She reviewed some of the operations the Police
Department has been doing to address human trafficking in Roseville.
Commissioner Peterson stated Mr. Yunke seemed interested in potentially
collaborating with the Commission on a highlighted proclamation.
Black History Month – Ms. Olson noted Commissioner Eck made some
amendments and had this proclamation reviewed by Marquita Stevens with
Minneapolis Urban League.
Ms. Olson stated Ms. Stevens had some amendments to this proclamation. She
indicated under the fifth whereas the sentence should include “and inventions” before
the words “are often overlooked”. She stated the next paragraph has a long
amendment and indicated she would put this in writing for the Commission. The
final paragraph the word “via” should be stricken.
Commissioner Manke noted in reference to Abraham Lincoln, it is regarding the
destination, “to the memorial of Abraham Lincoln”, not that it is sighting him.
Chair Beltmann thought Ms. Stevens was making some very good points. She
thought it was important to give recognition to those who actually led the march. Her
recommendation would be to accept the amendments that were proposed.
The Commission agreed.
Women’s History - was previously approved.
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Fair Housing Month – Ms. Olson stated the City will be looking at doing a brief
policy statement on Fair Housing and is a requirement of the Met Council in order to
receive some funding for the Economic Development Authority (EDA). As part of
that policy she worked with the EDA staff and one of the things the EDA staff would
like to do is maintain a web page on housing resources.
Ms. Olson thought it should be brought back to this proclamation and tie in the policy
language to make it specific to Roseville. She noted the policy has not been approved
yet. The language that was in the draft policy was “The City of Roseville will
maintain a Fair Housing web page in accordance with the City Policy that will
provide resources for residents to file a fair housing complaint”.
Commissioner Peterson asked if the wording will only be put in if the policy is
adopted.
Ms. Olson indicated that was correct.
The Commission was fine with the addition.
Asian Pacific Islander Heritage Month - was previously approved.
Mental Health Awareness Month – Chair Beltmann noted she compared the week
in October with the Month of May and in general, she did not see any differences
based on the NAMI website. She indicated she did find a statement from Mental
Health America, which is significantly different from the other proclamations she has
seen. She thought it was up to the Commission if the Commission wants to recognize
the month of October as Mental Health Awareness Month in May or if the
Commission wants to recognize Mental Health Awareness Week in October.
Chair Beltmann noted she did reach out to AVIVO and is waiting to hear back from
them and she tried contacting NAMI again and have not heard back.
Commissioner Peterson wondered which one, the month or the week, more widely
advertised or publicized.
Chair Beltmann stated she could not tell based on her searches.
Commissioner Djevi thought for him the biggest question was what the Commission
wants to do with this. If the City is just going to highlight mental health it can go
either way but if the City wants to go into the community and do things and try to
look at mental health and different issues there would be more time to do different
things in a month.
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Chair Beltmann stated there are already overlaps of proclamations in each month and
being that May has proclamations for the whole month would this get more notice if
it was done in October.
Commissioner Manke thought with any proclamation, even if there are multiple ones
over the course of a month there are four weeks in any given month, so each
proclamation could be highlighted in a week.
Chair Beltmann asked if this proclamation was one high on the Commissions list to
highlight next year. If it is, May is a busy time for the Commission, so it might make
more sense to look at doing the week in October and would give the Commission
more time to plan.
Commissioner Manke thought it depended on who initiates the event that is going on.
Commissioner Peterson agreed and thought no matter what proclamation is
highlighted the Commission will need to partner with some other groups to plan
events. She stated if the Commission decided to pick this proclamation to highlight,
she would want to pick the month-long proclamation because it gives the
Commission more time to plan events.
Chair Beltmann asked where the Commission stood in regard to the proclamations.
Commissioners Djevi and Peterson would like to see the month-long proclamation
move forward.
Commissioner Manke stated if the Commission needed to decide one or other, she
would like to do the month, but she thought the Commission could still do both.
The rest of the Commission and Youth Commissioners felt the month proclamation
would work.
Chair Beltmann wondered if there needed to be changes made on the proclamation or
did it look ok.
Commissioner Peterson thought it looked ok but would verify that the NAMI.org
stigma free website is always going to be there.
Chair Beltmann indicated that could be taken out of the proclamation and did not
think other proclamations pointed to specific websites so to keep it uniform she might
suggest removing it.
Ms. Olson noted to update the date as well from week to month.
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Chair Beltmann stated the following amendments would be made to the
proclamation:
•
•
•

Changing the title to Mental Health Awareness Month
Updating in the Therefore it be Resolved: to change the date to the month of
May and changing it to Mental Health Awareness Month.
Removing the last paragraph that talks about the Stigma Free pledge.

The Commission agreed to the changes.
Senior Citizens Month – Commissioner Manke stated this was originally called
Senior Citizens Month from President Kennedy and President Obama changed it to
Older Americans Month as opposed to Senior Citizens Month. She noted this is
pretty much the same other than the term. She stated as someone who is reaching the
age, she felt offended by being called “older” because everyone’s idea of older is
different. She felt Senior has already been identified and defined. The first line of
the proclamation states “Residents ages sixty years and older” which follows suit with
the Senior Citizen pricing. She stated everything stayed the same except for the
addition of the fifth Whereas and switching out the words “older” with “senior”.
Commissioner Peterson asked if Commissioner Manke reached out to any senior
groups to get any feedback on that.
Commissioner Manke stated she talked to a lot of senior citizens and did not like
being called older. She thought most of the seniors she talked to felt slighted by the
term.
Commissioner Bolinger stated in the paragraph of Now Therefore Be it Resolved it
says, “Elders Month”. She stated she was involved in a survey in a senior complex
and it seems for that industry the term elder is being used instead of senior.
Commissioner Manke stated that was what she was initially going to move it towards,
but that language got really odd to carry through the proclamation. She thought it can
always be changed when the terminology becomes more familiar.
Chair Beltmann asked if there was a standard on what other States use. She stated
she would be concerned if everyone else has transitioned to Older American’s Month
and Roseville is the only one to recognize Senior Citizen Month, would that put the
City out of step.
Commissioner Manke stated she did not know. Her basis was on the understanding
that everyone knows what Senior Citizen means.
Mr. Warden Wolf, 1999 Snelling Avenue North
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Mr. Wolf stated he wrote about aging issues for approximately twenty-five years for
the Star Tribune. He wrote a number or articles on what people wanted to be called
and Senior Citizen was something that was being moved away from in 1990. He
suggested it was worthwhile talking to AARP to see what language is being used. He
would also talk to senior citizen groups.
Commissioner Manke agreed that Elder was more the term she saw the Nation
moving towards, but she was not sure that it has been out in the mainstream long
enough to have been picked up yet.
Youth Commissioner Hansel stated she looked up the term that the White House is
using, and it appeared to be Older American that President Obama started.
Commissioner Peterson thought it would be a good idea to get feedback from some
senior groups.
Chair Beltmann noted she would try to get input from AARP on language and senior
facilities and will bring back in November for full review.
LGBTQQIA+ - was previously approved.
Americans with Disabilities - was previously approved.
Constitution Week – Chair Beltmann stated this proclamation takes place in
September. She did not have anyone check this but there are a lot of proclamations
that use this exact language. She thought it was pretty cut and dry.
Ms. Olson thought if the Commission wanted to send this out for review that the
Daughters of the Revolution are the ones that typically bring this forward to cities.
Chair Beltmann thought she got the template from the Daughters of the Revolution
website.
The Commission thought the proclamation looked good.
Hispanic Heritage Week – Ms. Olson stated she did reach out to the Cultural
Liaison for Roseville and has not heard anything back. The question was whether
Hispanic Heritage Month was appropriate or if it should be Latin X. She noted
Hispanic Heritage Month is the National wording and the language comes from that
proclamation.
Chair Beltmann thought it would be appropriate to stick with the National
proclamation.
The Commission was ok with the proclamation.
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Commissioner Manke will reach out to a community member that is a leader.
Ms. Olson stated she will follow up with Cultural Liaison at Roseville.
Chair Beltmann recapped the discussion and noted Senior Citizen Month and
Hispanic Heritage Month will be brought back for full review in November and all
other proclamations are good to go with the changes discussed.
Commissioner Peterson moved and Commissioner Djevi seconded a motion to
approve proclamations. Motion passed unanimously.
Ms. Olson asked if each Commissioner could write up a small introduction to their
proclamations for the City Council that would be appreciated.
c. Discuss the Pilot Proclamation
Chair Beltmann stated she did not think the Commission needed to come up with the
plan the Commission wants to do for the proclamations but thought the Commission
should keep the conversation focused on which proclamations the Commission would
like to highlight.
Commissioner Bolinger stated she liked the idea of highlighting Human Trafficking
because Roseville has a very excited person in the Police Department that would like
to partner with the Commission.
Commissioner Peterson stated the Human Trafficking proclamation is set for January
and she brought it up to Mr. Yunke and he indicated events can be planned in a short
amount of time for this. She noted the Police Department would not be the only
partner. There are quite a few groups in the Twin Cities that are working on this issue
and would be more than willing to help Roseville. She did wonder if January 2019
would be too soon for this to be their pilot proclamation.
Commissioner Bolinger wondered if this would be something the Commission could
involve the Human Rights Club at the High School. She did not know if the events
needed to be elaborate.
Commissioner Peterson noted if this were their pilot proclamation, she would need to
contact the library to reserve rooms because the community rooms fill up fast.
Commissioner Bolinger thought the high school could be used as well.
Commissioner Manke thought the high school would be the perfect place to do an
event because of the age group.
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Chair Beltmann stated she also had the same concern. If the Commission could start
laying some legwork down in terms of if the Commission could have a follow-up
conversation with the Police Department and see if spaces are available so when this
does go to the City Council on November 26th the Commission does have some of
that in place.
Ms. Olson stated she would encourage the Commission to talk with Mr. Yunke to see
what resources are available and the Police Department may already have events
planned.
Commissioner Peterson stated she could follow up with Mr. Yunke and other groups.
Commissioner Bollinger indicated she can help.
Commissioner Djevi thought it was important for the Commission to do this and if
the Commission does not put pressure upon themselves to get this done it will not get
done. He wondered if the Commission wanted to break up into partners and get
started on this because there is one meeting in November and none in December.
Commissioner Peterson stated because this item goes to the City Council in
November, she would like to get their feedback and approval before she starts to
move forward on booking rooms and planning events.
Ms. Olson thought it was a fantastic idea to start planning in conjunction with the
City Council approval. She suggested there is nothing necessarily stopping the
Commission from partnering with the Police Department because this is an issue
being worked on. She thought the Commission might want to focus on another pilot
proclamation in order to give the Commission more time to plan. She thought the
Commission could always pick two pilot proclamations for 2019.
Commissioner Peterson thought there should be two pilot proclamation anyways
because there should be one later in the year as well. She thought it would be better
for the Commission to choose one that is later in the year.
Chair Beltmann stated events can be planned later in the month of January as well.
She thought standard notification for event advertisement would be four to six weeks
but with holidays an additional cushion should be added.
Chair Beltmann would prefer to do a pilot proclamation in the fall. She would
recommend looking at a September or October proclamation.
Ms. Olson stated Roseville does have the Wild Rice Festival that happens in the fall.
Commissioner Bolinger stated she attended that festival and it would be nice to have
a bigger presence because it is a unique event.
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Ms. Olson noted the festival does not coincide with the Indigenous Peoples
Proclamation.
Chair Beltmann stated what she likes about the Indigenous People and Hispanic
Heritage proclamations is that it highlights two of the City’s diverse populations and
gives the Commission the opportunity in terms of thinking about the inclusion part of
the committee and gives them the opportunity to focus on that.
Commissioner Peterson stated she was comfortable with either of the two
proclamations.
Ms. Olson thought Roseville had a larger population of Spanish descent than
Indigenous people.
Commissioner Bolinger stated she was not aware of any event in Roseville for
Hispanic and may be a reason for the City to do this.
The Commission agreed to have Hispanic Heritage Month as a possible pilot
proclamation.
Commissioner Peterson thought the High School could be included as a partner
because there is a Hispanic club and liaison.
Chair Beltmann indicated Commissioners’ Peterson and Bolinger will work on the
human trafficking pilot proclamation while Djevi will work on Hispanic Heritage
Month.
d. Overview of IAP2 & Update on Engagement Survey
Moved to November meeting.
Ms. Olson reviewed the information on AIP2 and the engagement survey with the
Commission. She noted she would go into more detail at the November meeting.
e. Discuss Demographic Data
Moved to November meeting.
Ms. Olson reviewed the demographic data with the Commission.
Other New Business or Reports
a. Engagement Efforts
Assistant City Manager Olson reported on the following:
• Natural Resource Event on Saturday, October 20, 2018.
• Healthy Aging Forum on Thursday, October 18. 2018 at the Community
Center.
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•
•

CHAT (Community Health Awareness Team) will be talking about some
Medicare changes the Federal Government have implemented that may affect
some in the community.
Roseville Police Department implemented their online reporting system.

Announcements
Commissioner Peterson stated she went to the first parade planning meeting and it went well, and
she met everyone involved with it. She was debriefed on the last parade and made a plan of what
the committee is going to do in the next months. She noted the next meeting will be November
14, 2018. She stated the committee is looking for a theme.
Ms. Olson stated another thing the Commission will need to do is identify meetings for 2019.
She believed there is a meeting scheduled for December 19th but should clarify if there will be a
quorum.
The Commissioners attending the current meeting indicated they will be attending the December
meeting.
Future Agenda Items
a. IAP2 Training
b. 2020 Census
c. 2019 Meeting Calendar
d. Formal complaint process
Commissioner Peterson thought the Commission may want to have a discussion on
this at a future meeting. She stated the Commission would need to bring it to the City
Council, whatever is decided. She did not think it would be ready to bring to the
November Council meeting. She thought this could be brought to the December
meeting to discuss.
Chair Beltmann wondered if it could be included in their discussions around
community engagement. She stated she was hesitant to take on a separate
conversation when she felt like the engagement work the Commission has been
working on is going to start transitioning into a new phase which will require a lot of
work.
Commissioner Peterson thought if citizens were bringing this forward to the
Commission then it is important to them and the Commission should, in turn, look at
this. She thought the Commission should take the time to have an engaged
conversation about it.
Chair Beltmann stated she wanted to be really careful about going outside of their
scope of work and what the Commission is tasked with and what the Commission can
influence or impact.
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Commissioner Manke thought the City already had two items where the City already
has in place, one is fairly new that was just implemented. The fact that a resident
came to the Commission with two avenues to have taken this to means the City has
not gotten that out there enough because there is the Ethics Committee and then
another avenue where complaints are heard. She thought the Commission needed to
be careful about this issue or the Commission will have people at the meeting every
month and the Commission will never get to their business.
Chair Beltmann thought this was important in terms of citizen’s engagement with the
City Staff and City Council and what that process looks like and how their committee
can inform what that process can look like in the scope of their workplan around
community engagement and inclusion and the recommendations and guides the
Commission is putting together. She thought this was a topic that is worth keeping in
mind and potentially revisiting as the Commission is having those conversations. She
wanted to make sure the Commission is walking a careful line of having discussions
that are within the scope of what the Commission can impact and keep the
Commission on track with their work.
Commissioner Peterson agreed.
Chair Beltmann reviewed work to be done by the Commissioners on the
proclamations.
Adjournment
Chair Beltmann adjourned the meeting at 8:25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Osbeck
TimeSaver Off Site Secretarial, Inc.

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: November 14, 2018

ITEM: 7A.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Foundational Meeting Information

Background
The Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission has added several new members in
recent months. The Commission felt it would be a good opportunity to review some of the
foundational information at this meeting in order to ensure all Commissioners are working with
the same knowledge base.
Some of the items that are included in this packet that are relevant are:


Uniform Commission Code – Chapter 205: Human Rights, Inclusion & Engagement
Commission (includes Purpose, Objectives, Duties and Functions)



Work Plan Schedule



Community Engagement Project background

In addition, there was brief discussion at the last meeting regarding putting together an
orientation or on-boarding plan for new commissioners. Further discussion regarding this was
scheduled for the October meeting. Staff has included a sample of what the Park and
Recreation Commission has compiled for new commissioners.
Recommendation
None. Discussion only
Attachments
A. Chapter 205 Uniform Commission Code
B. Work Plan Schedule
C. Engagement background
D. Park & Rec Primer

CHAPTER 205 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
SECTION
205.01: Establishment and Membership
205.02: Purpose, Objectives, Duties and Function
205.01: ESTABLISHMENT AND MEMBERSHIP
There is established a Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement commission of the city, which shall consist of nine (9) members appointed by the City Council and which shall be subject to Chapter 201 of the City Code.
The City of Roseville believes decision-making in a representative democracy best reflects the views of the people when the most
people are engaged in that civic decision-making. The City recognizes the need to adapt to an always changing community and being
proactive to examine and improve the city’s engagement and outreach practices with its residents, as well as the opportunities for
residents to engage with the work of the City. In addition, the people of Roseville aspire to be welcoming, inclusive and respectful. The
City believes that achievement of that aspiration requires the creation and fostering of positive connections between people in the
community and monitoring of issues and concerns that may be counter to achievement of that aspiration.
205.02: PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES, DUTIES AND FUNCTION
The purpose of the commission is to encourage full participation in the affairs of the City and advise the City Council on programs and
efforts which could improve civic engagement and human rights. The commission will advise the City Council regarding the effective
and meaningful involvement of Roseville residents in their local government. Additionally the commission may propose programs,
events and projects to increase understanding, engagement and inclusion with the work of the City. The commission shall maintain
a balance of work to include ongoing evaluation, recommendations & engagement in support of the commission’s purpose. Any engagement would also have a balance between programs and events and evaluation projects.
In fulfillment of its purpose, the commission’s objectives, duties and functions shall be to:
A.

Evaluate - The commission shall review and evaluate on an ongoing basis the City’s outreach efforts, policies, activities and engagement opportunities to ensure the best and the most equitable practices are being used to engage residents and businesses
with the work of the City.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Advise – The commission shall advise the city council on strategies to improve outreach and communication and increase engagement, equity and inclusiveness in the City’s efforts to foster a sense of community with residents and businesses.
1.
2.
a.
b.
c.
3.

C.
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Review policies and actions taken by the City that may be inhibiting full inclusion for those of diverse or underrepresented
backgrounds.
Understand the demographics of the community.
Review opportunities to collaborate with other city commissions, neighborhood, community, educational, business and
social services groups and organizations, identifying ways to encourage mutual understanding among citizens and bring the
community together.
Have an awareness of human rights related matters in the community and assist the city council in identifying opportunities
to address those matters

Act in an advisory capacity to the City Council with respect to human rights related matters and providing for equitable opportunity through the City’s policies and actions.
Review and recommend ways to improve the City’s interactions with residents, businesses, and community and neighborhood organizations through:
Communication efforts to facilitate effective two-way communication whenever possible
Public participation processes, to identify under-represented groups, to remove any barriers, and to engage and promote
increased participation, including with the community’s various visioning efforts.
Recommend strategies for actively promoting and encouraging effective and meaningful volunteerism and service with the
City including task forces, commissions and other participatory civic activities.
Serve as subject matter experts with regard to community engagement in local government. Explore and recommend to the
city council innovative ideas, including the latest trends, technologies, tools and methods.

Engage - The commission may engage residents and businesses through city council-approved programs, events and projects
that support the commission’s purpose. Such city-council-approved efforts may be developed or supported by the commission
through:
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1.
2.
3.
D.

Education programs and community dialogues that will assist in creating equitable opportunity and eliminating discrimination and inequalities.
Events or projects that promote connections in the community
Events or programs that engage residents and businesses with their city government, facilitating community feedback whenever possible.

Perform other duties and functions as directed by the City Council.

SECTION 2
Title 2, Chapter 209 (Community Engagement Commission) is repealed.
SECTION 3
Effective date. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and publication.
(Ord. 1526, 4-24-2017)

CHAPTER 206 Public Works, Enviornment, and Transportation Commission
SECTION
206.1: Establishment and Membership
206.2: Scope, Duties and Functions
206.1: ESTABLISHMENT AND MEMBERSHIP
There is established a public works, environment, and transportation commission of the city which shall consist of seven members appointed by the City Council and which shall be subject to Chapter 201 of the City Code. (Ord. 1260, 4-15-2002) (Ord. 1313, 12-6-2004)
206.2: SCOPE, DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS
The duties and functions of the commission shall be as follows:
A. Serve in an advisory capacity to the City Council, City Manager and Director of Public Works on public works, environmental, and
transportation matters. (Ord. 1313, 12-6-2004)
B.

Maintain an interest in and an understanding of the functions and operations of the Public Works Department.

C.

Maintain an interest in and an understanding of federal, state, county, regional and other public works, environmental, and transportation services that impact City services. (Ord. 1313, 12-6-2004)

D.

Perform other duties and functions or conduct studies and investigations as specifically directed or delegated by the city. (Ord.
1260, 4-15-2002)

CHAPTER 207 Ethics Commission
SECTION
207.1: Establishment and Membership
207.2: Scope, Duties and Functions
207.1: ESTABLISHMENT AND MEMBERSHIP
There is established an ethics commission of the City which shall consist of one member from each City Advisory commissions and
which shall be subject to Chapter 201 of the City Code.
The ethics commission shall hold an annual meeting and otherwise meet on an as-needed basis or when an ethics complaint is filed.
207.2: SCOPE, DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS
The duties and functions of the Commission shall be as follows:
A.

Serve in an advisory capacity to the City Council on matters involving any ethics code adopted by the City Council.

B.

Administer any ethics code adopted by the City Council.

C.

Perform other duties and functions or conduct studies as specifically directed or delegated by the City Council.

(Ord. 1338, 6-12-2006)
City of Roseville  Commissioner’s Handbook
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Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission Annual Workplan
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Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: June 7, 2018

ITEM: 7a

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Discuss Engagement Approach (Foundational & Outreach)

Background
Over the past several months, the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission has
been reviewing the direction provided by the City Council at the joint meeting on March 26,
2018.
At the May 16, 2018 HRIEC meeting, the Commission discussed taking a two-prong approach to
the directive by the City Council. These two approaches consisted, very broadly, of:
1. Developing a Foundation for outreach/engagement/public participation (for city
initiatives/projects) focused on:
• Best practices, tools, techniques, methods for public participation
• Understanding of current and future demographics
• Previous experiences at the city level
• Understanding of objectives and outcomes
2. Outreach within the Community in order to bring the community’s voice to the table:
• Engagement of historically under-represented/marginalized communities
• Identifying community leaders, establishing relationships
• Methods to gather feedback/insight from these communities
As part of this two-prong approach, the Commission wanted to pull together information that
outlines these ideas and approaches they could share with the City Council in order to find out
if this approach was the direction the Council saw as appropriate. Attached are documents that
provide more background of how these two approaches would look with more detail. The first
document outlines the Foundational approach. The second document outlines the Outreach
approach. Also attached are the minutes from the joint meeting with the City Council.
The Commission is currently scheduled to present this information to the City Council at the
July 9, 2018 meeting.
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Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

Recommendation
Discuss the documents attached and finalize what should be included in the agenda packet for
the July 9, 2018 City Council meeting.
Attachments:

A: Foundational Approach
B: Outreach Approach
C: Minutes from 3-26-18 CC meeting
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Attachment A

Community Engagement Recommendations and Best Practices
Development Process
5/10/2018

Definition and Process:
As defined by the Tamarack Institute, community engagement is the process by which citizens are
engaged to work and learn together on behalf of their communities to create and realize bold visions for
the future.
An organization might want to engage the community for one of several reasons:
•
•
•
•

To inform community members about an initiative.
To gather input from the community on a specific topic, proposal, or initiative.
To collaborate with the community to generate solutions.
To partner with the community to co-create solutions to community issues.

An important step in successfully engaging the community is to determine the purpose for the engaged
effort, community that purpose, and design the engagement activities to achieve your intended
purpose.
The Roseville City Council has requested that the HRIEC evaluates current community engagement
efforts and provide guidance related to future engagement of diverse audiences The HRIEC is well
positioned to do this work utilizing a phased approached. The first phase of the work will require the
commission to understand the demographic make-up of the city. The Roseville 2040 Comprehensive
plan provides an in-depth community profile which details information related to the people who live in
the community and profiles past and future growth trends. This information can be viewed at:
https://www.cityofroseville.com/DocumentCenter/View/25733/3---Community-Profile. This
information will allow the commission to recommend strategies and engagement tactics that are
specific to the City of Roseville.
In addition to understanding the demographic make-up of the community, it will also be important to
learn what community engagement currently looks like in the city, what has worked in the past, and
what could be done better, what groups are currently being engaged, and what groups are not. To gain
this information, a survey of city departments and interviews with key staff will be the best way to
answer the following questions:
•

•
•

How do they interact with the community?
o What is the demographic profile of the groups they currently engage with?
o What groups are missing from their engagement efforts?
How would like to engage or interact with the community?
How are they/have they successfully engaged the community?
o Describe the initiative.
o What was the intended purpose of the engagement effort?
o What was the audience they engaged?
o How did they engage the community?

•

o Do they feel anyone was missing from the conversation?
What areas would they like guidance to improve their outreach and engagement efforts?

Results of the survey and interviews would be compiled and used to develop a community engagement
best practice guide tailored to the City of Roseville and an engagement matrix that could be utilized by
city staff as they plan for community engagement work.
Examples of what might be included in the best practice guide include:
•
•
•
•
•

Case studies of successful and unsuccessful community engagement initiatives.
Recommendations to translate important city documents into the prevalent non-English
languages spoken in the community.
Developing stronger, and more formal, relationships with key community leaders in different
ethnic and cultural communities represented in the city.
Evaluating the timing and location of engagement activities to ensure they fit with when the
primary audience to be engaged is available.
Utilizing a variety of methods to engage the community from in-person events/meetings, online
forums, etc.

Following the development of the guide and engagement matrix, the HRIEC would be well positioned to
continue to provide input and guidance around community engagement efforts when requested by City
Council members or City staff.

Resources:
•

Nexus Community Partners – A local organization whose missions is to build more engaged and
powerful communities of color by supporting community-building initiatives that expand
community wealth and foster social and human capital. They provide a number of tools and best
practice advice on community engagement. http://nexuscp.org/resources/.

•

The Tamarack Institute works with leaders in non-profits, governments, businesses and the
community to make the work of advancing positive community change easier and more
effective. They provide papers and webinars about community engagement best practices.
http://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/

•

Webinar about strategies for inclusive engagement:
http://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/library/webinar-strategies-inclusive-engagement

•

The Government Alliance on Race and Equity is a national network of government working to
achieve racial equity and advance opportunities for all. https://www.racialequityalliance.org.
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Attachment B

HRIEC Working Strategy Proposal
Introduction:
The Council of the City of Roseville, MN formed the Human Rights, Inclusion and
Engagement Commission (HRIEC). The commission has three duties: to evaluate the City’s
outreach efforts, to advise the City Council on strategies to improve outreach and
communication and increase engagement, and lastly to engage residents and businesses
through City Council-approved programs, events and projects that support the
commission’s purpose.

Over the past year, since the formation of this new commission, a lot of effort and work
have been done to make the commission function effectively and efficiently. The reality,
however, is that the commission still needs to put in place its working strategies to fulfill its
duties.

This proposal intends to summarize a working strategy pending full commission discussion
followed by approval by the City Council.
This proposal is not an attempt to run the commission in any way that is contrary to the
City Council’s vision and norms. It is not an attempt to take over the functions of vital
services that different departments of the city government provide to the community. This
proposal intends to improve the quality of already existent outreach efforts and to design
new engagement and inclusion programs.
A. Background on Community Engagement

Definition: The process of working collaboratively with and through groups of people
affiliated by geographic proximity, special interest, or similar situations to address issues
affecting the well-being of those people (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention).

Community Engagement has some roots in the 1600’s Central European Slogan of “Nothing
About Us Without Us” used to communicate the idea that no policy should be decided by any
representative without the full and direct participation of members of the group (s)
affected by that policy.
It was also the basis of the American Revolutionary War’s saying “No Taxation Without
Representation.”
B. Benefits of community engagement:
•
•
•
•

Collective intelligence and working together more accurately identify problems
and develop more elegant and effective solutions.
Minimization of conflict if community “buys into the process.”
Building of trust between government and community.
Development of new leaders.

C. General Strategies of Community Engagement:
•
•
•
•
•
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Two-way communication (Bottom-up Approach) establishing stakeholder type
of relationship as opposed to Top-Down Approach.
Meeting and discussing with the community in the community (not in the halls
of government).
Community Engagement Commissions serve as a liaison between government
and community.
Community Engagement Commissions are not the focus of their activities but
represent a vehicle to transmit messages between government and community.
Outreach to under-represented/immigrant communities usually requires
preparatory work prior to set meetings with experts discussing specific
issues/projects. Processing information for accurate depiction of what’s at stake
takes longer time and effort in immigrant communities not fluent in the language
of their new home.
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HRIEC working strategies
Community Engagement is primarily a fieldwork. Meeting the community at locations more
convenient for them has a higher engagement success rate.
1. Evaluate City’s Ongoing Outreach and Engagement Efforts
a. Specific projects/policies affecting specific groups:
i. City-Council and City Departments will identify groups that would be
affected by a potential City Policy/Project.
ii. HRIEC will be provided with information on affected groups and the
Project/Policy by Council or by City Department.
iii. HRIEC will design/put together engagement strategies specific for
affected groups and the Project/Policy.
iv. HRIEC will work together with Volunteer Services (and City
Departments if indicated) for the implementation of the designed
strategies for education (pre-meeting ground work) as well as
collection of thoughts from such groups.
v. If needed, HRIEC members will participate in meetings between
Project Managers/Departments/Council and such groups.
vi. HRIEC will provide to Council or Department or Project Manager a
blueprint for future similar projects.
vii. HRIEC will archive engagement processes for future reference.
b. Engagement and Inclusion of Historically under-represented/marginalized
groups in government.

Engaging this group of community members is one of the main reasons for the
creation of the HRIEC. The commission shall design new engagement
strategies to reach these communities.
i. City shall identify specific communities historically underrepresented/marginalized in government that it wishes to engage.
ii. Identify leaders in those communities if there are known leaders.
iii. If no known leaders, members of the HRIEC to establish relationship
with members of the groups in order to build trust and to identify
leaders in the groups.
iv. Listening sessions to identify issues important to them that the city
may not be aware of.
v. HRIEC to design new programs intending to display the diversity in
the city.
vi. Proposals for new programs will be discussed by the Commission and
voted on. Programs passed by the Commission will then be sent to the
Council for approval before implementation of such programs.
vii. HRIEC will archive engagement processes for future reference.
viii. Self evaluation process for HRIEC for self improvement and necessary
changes.
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c.

Discuss the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Action Plan
HRIEC Chair Chelsea Holub introduced Vice Chair Lauren Peterson.
Participation in the Rosefest Parade
Vice Chair Peterson summarized that the HRIEC has discussed the upcoming
Rosefest parade and the importance of increasing diversity. The Commission discussed having the advisory Commissions as a whole walking in the parade and
next year making a strategic plan to reach in the community to get more diverse
groups in the parade and support them in the application process.
Councilmember Etten stated that is a great plan.
Councilmember Willmus concurred. About four years ago, the Karen Organization of Minnesota accompanied the Commission during the parade, and it was a
great thing to see.
Mayor Roe concurred it was a good suggestion to pursue this in 2019.
Councilmember Laliberte stated the HRIEC should reach out the diverse communities but not necessarily lead all the other City advisory commissions.
Mayor Roe noted the HRIEC is looking for clarification as to whether it will provide leadership among the advisory commissions on the Rosefest parade as well
as Party in the Park.
Chair Holub noted that a subcommittee the HRIEC led this last year, and it was a
lot of work for the Commissioners.
Councilmember Laliberte noted that the Council is looking to HRIEC to take the
lead on this, explain to them why it is good to engage, and explain the role they
are to play.
Councilmember Willmus recalled that in the past the individual commissions
have had an individual representative in the parade. He could agree with either
approach.
Councilmember Etten suggested the HRIEC provide the framework and coordinate with staff liaisons to ensure there is participation in the parade and the Party
in the Park.

Regular City Council Meeting
Monday, March 26, 2018
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Mayor Roe noted it would be good to decide if there are other engagement efforts
that could be combined at the Party in the Park, such as signing up volunteers. He
does not want to create a lot of work for the Commission either.
Councilmember Laliberte stated another subcommittee is not needed; just build
upon what was done last year and rely on staff for the “doing” part. She also recalled that in the past, there was an effort to engage other populations in such
ways like engaging in a festival during the Party in the Park week.
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Introduction
With lots of help from staff, this primer has been compiled by sitting
commissioners who wish they had something like it when first starting out. This is
the essential stuff that nobody tells you outright, or if they did, you may have
missed it due to information overload.
New Parks and Recreation commissioners face a steep learning curve during
their first year and our hope is to help you familiarize the concepts and terms
you’ll hear discussed.

What’s our role?
Feeling a little adrift when first starting is a given. We all did. Here are some initial
points to consider as members of the Parks and Recreation Commission:


We serve!
Parks and Recreation Commissioners serve the public, the citizens of
Roseville, Roseville businesses, visitors to Roseville and we serve anyone
using the parks, programs, facilities and natural resources in the Roseville
community.
There are ten of us, including a non-voting youth representative (volunteers
all) who have been appointed to serve in an advisory capacity to the mayor,
City Council, and Parks and Recreation staff (mostly Lonnie) regarding
Roseville Parks and Recreation matters.



We rely on others!
We rely entirely on staff (and each other) to run the system, provide
information, explain what we are supposed to know, outline key issues, stay
abreast of all upcoming matters and report to the City Council on a regular
basis. We rely on citizens to give us feedback.



We interact with people!
Our part is to disperse into the community, listen and talk to residents and key
stakeholders, relay all relevant information to staff, advise and support the
Parks and Recreation staff in whatever way we can.



We volunteer!
This is a volunteer position. Everyone has different demands on their time.
So, start where you are, use the gifts you have, and do what you can.
We appreciate your energy, commitment and input!
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Organizational Structure and Planning
The City of Roseville has seven citizen advisory commissions and one board that
review specific areas of interest and provide advice to the city council.
The Parks and Recreation commission is one of them. To learn more go to the
website: https://www.cityofroseville.com/73/Boards-Commissions
All city commissions have similar structural underpinnings and planning
requirements. What follows in this section is for the Parks and Recreation
Program, but may be applicable to other commissions.
These are not detailed descriptions. To find out more on each topic ask staff,
fellow commissioners or follow the links provided.
Roseville City Comprehensive Plan


What is it?
The city’s comprehensive plan is a tool for guiding the growth,
redevelopment, and overall improvement of the City of Roseville. The
Roseville Comprehensive Plan for 2030 was adopted in 2009. It is not only a
land-use plan, but also develops a broader framework to help shape the
character of the community and enhance the quality of life in Roseville. One
section is devoted to parks, open space and recreation.
Roseville is currently (2017/18) in the process of developing the 2040
Comprehensive Plan.



Why is it important?
Along with plans from the other commissions, the Parks & Recreation System
Master Plan and its components (see below) become a significant aspect of
the City's overall comprehensive plan once approved.



Where can I find out more about it?
https://www.cityofroseville.com/544/203O-Comprehensive-Plan

Parks and Recreation System Master Plan
 What is it?
The Roseville City Comprehensive Plan and the Parks & Recreation System
Master Plan are more than mere information documents, they are the city's
general policy guide for a broad set of topics, goals and policies including
land use and parks and recreation management, human rights and
transportation, to name a few.
The current Parks & Recreation System Master Plan that was updated and
3

adopted in November 2010 has been refreshed in 2017. It will be significantly
referenced with the goals and policies included in the 2040 Roseville
Comprehensive Plan.


Why is it important?
The master plan guides the Vision, the Parks and Recreation programs and
facilities and the Parks and Recreation Commission in the future emphasis
and direction of the program.



Where can I find out more about it?
https://www.cityofroseville.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/4843

Roseville sector and constellation organizational structure


What is it?
In order to streamline the management and delivery of park and recreation
services, Roseville is organized into four geographic sectors, formed by the
intersection of Snelling Avenue and Highway 36. Fifteen neighborhood
constellations further segment the city, bounded by significant roads and a ½mile walking radius. Adjacent constellations are linked by walkways and bike
paths.



Why is it important?
Some park and recreation services are best delivered on a community-wide
basis while others work best in smaller neighborhood segments. The
constellation system provides each neighborhood with the opportunities it
needs or makes them available within easy walking distance.
Where can I find out more about it? [map]
https://www.cityofroseville.com/documentcenter/view/4265
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Financial programs, plans, and reports
CIP (Capital Improvement Plan)
 What is it?
A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) is a short-range and long range plan,
which identifies capital projects and equipment purchases, provides a 20 year
planning schedule and identifies options for financing the plan. The CIP
usually covers from four to ten years with a high degree of accuracy and then
as in the case of Roseville, CIP extends to 20 years for planning purposes.
CIP funds are used for structural improvement or replacement of capital
assets only.
 Why is it important?
Having such a clearly identified capital assets plan allows the City to allocate
sufficient financial resources to meet the projected future needs of the City’s
programs.
 Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
Proposed 2012-2031 Capital Improvement Plan
https://www.cityofroseville.com/documentcenter/view/4802
Asset Management and Infrastructure Program
 What is it?
The Asset Management Program was adopted by the City of Roseville as a
mechanism to track all major infrastructure assets within the City. Each
department follows the capital assets under its control, providing data on the
current condition, history of repairs, and expected life span of the asset. This
information is necessary to feed into and develop the Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP) and allows the Departments and the City to better predict the
upcoming costs of maintaining assets over the short and long term.
 Why is it important?
Such tracking of our assets allows the City to predict and plan for funding to
maintain the high quality services it provides.
 Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/documentcenter/view/24896
PIP (Park Improvement Program)
 What is it?
The Park Improvement Program (PIP) is part of the Capital Improvement Plan
(CIP) and is made up of mid-range project items that are less predictable but
can be scheduled well in advance. Typically PIP programs need to be more
closely managed than daily maintenance items that are more systematized.
Mid-range projects tend to be system-wide such as the mulching of trees, ag5





lime replacement and fence and playground section replacement for example.
They address safety concerns like playground surface replenishing, and field
upgrades. Plus they also help to maintain community expected standards
such as repairing park amenities, sign maintenance, and the color coating of
tennis courts.
Why is it important?
The PIP account is currently managed as a “rollover account” allowing a more
strategic approach by rolling the cumulative balance forward until the project
is compete. This fund and the flexibility it allows are important to operations.
Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/768/Budgets-Annual-Reports

Parks and Recreation Renewal Funds
 What are they?
The park and recreation renewal program projects began on May 31, 2014. It
was funded using a $19 million bond. Although nearing the program’s end,
there is about $400,000 left in the park renewal fund account and some of this
will be used for ongoing projects.
Note: There are outside generally accepted accounting principles on
borrowing money for city use. Borrowed money should be spent within about
3 years (rule of thumb for generally accepted practice). In the case of current
park and recreation renewal funds, we have passed the 3 year mark but the
projects have been identified and in most cases contracted out with the goal
of making the funds go further, using the money wisely and not being overly
rushed just to spend it. Internal talks have been ongoing on how to spend any
remaining funds wisely to meet the principles and the spirit in which it was
intended.
Southwest Roseville pocket park at Cleveland and Co Rd. B and 1716 Marion
Street pocket park are both beneficiaries of this planning.
 Why is it important?
The Parks and Recreation Renewal program was a major financial
commitment by the City Council and Roseville citizens to maintain and
upgrade our parks and recreation system. These funds have been used for
the Parks and Recreation Renewal Program that is described in a section
below.
Park Dedication Ordinance and Fees
 What is it?
The City of Roseville and other communities commonly require new
residential, commercial or industrial development to either dedicate land for
park space, to pay a fee in lieu of dedicating land or a combination of each
6

under a set formula determined by the City Council.
The premise is that any new construction buys into an established park
system, and that construction has an added impact on the overall system so
the dedication fees allow developers to compensate the system for the added
stresses. Collected fees are put in the Park Dedication Fund. The annual
amounts vary and depend upon the amount of construction in a given year.





Park Dedication funds are used to assist with funding park improvements,
land acquisition, and to address the impact of new development /
redevelopment within the city. Under the current ordinance, Park Dedication
can be satisfied by land, cash, or a combination of the two based on the
Parks and Recreation Commission recommendation to City Council.
Why is it important?
Park Dedication is a source of funding for park improvements or parkland
acquisition.
Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/documentcenter/view/1092

Enterprise and Governmental Funding
 What is it?
Governmental accounting uses many types of fund accounts. Two categories
that the Parks and Recreation Commission encounters most include
Enterprise fund accounts and Government fund accounts.
Enterprise fund accounting must be used when city activities and services
are supported by the fees and charges they bring in. Roseville’s water and
sewer utility services fall under this model as does Cedarholm Golf Course
managed by Parks and Recreation Cedarholm is doing exceptionally well
compared to other municipal golf courses around the region but eventually
may require financial support other than fees and charges as the golf industry
and use changes. Governmental enterprise fund operations are modeled like
the private sector.
Governmental funding generally covers municipal services that are
supported through revenue streams such as property taxes and bonding.
Most of the parks and recreation system funding is classified as
governmental. The skating center is one such operation. The Roseville indoor
skating arena as a standalone facility began as an enterprise fund business
type but was unable to support all of its operating and capital expense
through fees. There was a conscious effort made in the 1990’s to move away
from the fee-supported business model for the skating center.
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Programs managed by Parks and Recreation
Parks and Recreation Renewal Program
 What is it?
In 2009-2010, the Parks and Recreation Department worked with a Citizens
Advisory Team to envision where Roseville Parks and Recreation should be
in the near and far future. As one result of that vision, the Parks & Recreation
Renewal Program began in 2014. Funding was through a $19-million bond.
Six park buildings were replaced as a part of this program, repairs were made
to a variety of other park facilities as well as upgrades too many park areas,
and money was included for parkland acquisition and new pathway/trail
construction. Funding for the Natural Resources Stewardship Program was
also included. (This program is described below).
 Why is it important?
The Renewal Program was a major commitment by the City to maintain and
improve our parks. It was made after extensive resident involvement in the
planning process.
 Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/1752/2012-Master-Plan-ImplementationProcess
Natural Resources Stewardship Program
 What is it?
As a part of the Parks and Recreation Renewal Program, the condition of the
natural resources (trees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses, sedges) within the
parks was studied. Many parks were overrun with invasive plant species
(such as buckthorn and garlic mustard). Money from the Renewal Project was
used to contract with Stantec, an environmental restoration company.
Invasive plants are being removed and replaced with native plants. There is
an on-going volunteer project to take over much of the work once the contract
with Stantec ends. The overall program is a $2.0 M investment with $1.5M in
city funds and an additional $500,000 leveraged through grants.
 Why is it important?
Native species are better for our local wildlife and provide for more diversity in
the forests and wild areas of our parks. The removal of so many invasive
plants and their replacement by native species has required a huge effort by
City staff, Stantec staff and volunteers. It will take many years of on-going
efforts by City staff and volunteers to keep the invasive species from coming
back. This is an effort that also allows a traditional way of using the parks and
improves a sense of safety.
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Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/2786/Natural-Resources-Renewal

Deer Management Program
 What is it?
In 2014-2015, the City began addressing the issue of a potential overpopulation by deer in the city. The Parks and Recreation Department took on
the role of working with Ramsey County to count the deer in Roseville and to
develop a management plan. After a great deal of public input, a decision was
made to first attempt to reduce the deer population by a ban on feeding deer.
This did not have a significant impact, so in 2016, the City Council authorized
a controlled deer hunt to remove 20 deer from the city’s parks. One result of
the 2016 deer hunt was the finding that the health of many of the deer in the
city is not good, possibly due to over-population. The Parks and Recreation
Department continues to monitor and work with Ramsey County and the
Departments’ of Natural Resources and Agriculture on this issue and to make
recommendations to the City Council for future action.
 Why is it important?
Over-population leads to hardship for the deer, as they do not have enough to
eat. Roseville citizens request that some control measures be taken, as deer
eat trees and plants in residential areas. Deer in the streets have led to
accidents. Yet citizens also enjoy wildlife and want deer in our city. It is
important to develop a reasonable, thoughtful management program.
 Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/3008/Deer
Tree Board
 What is it?
Tree City USA is a nationwide program that provides the framework
necessary for communities to manage and expand their public trees.
Roseville is a member of this movement.
More than 3,400 communities have made the commitment to becoming a
Tree City USA. They have achieved Tree City USA status by meeting the
core standards of sound urban forestry management, which are: maintaining
a tree board or department, having a community tree ordinance, spending at
least $2 per capita on urban forestry and celebrating Arbor Day.
The Parks and Recreation Commission serves as the Roseville Tree Board.
The Commission provides input, advice and updates to the staff and City
Council on all tree related issues including EAB.
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Why is it important?
It is important that a citizen’s body and Department of the City have a focus
on the community forest for the benefit of current and future generations.
Where can I find out more about it? (URL)

EAB (Emerald Ash Borer) Program
 What is it?
The Emerald Ash Borer is a non-native pest that feeds on and destroys ash
trees. It first appeared in Roseville in 2013 and the infestation has spread to
all zones of the city. Roseville has inventoried over 1800 ash trees on public
lands (parks and boulevards). Current thinking is that all of these will
eventually get EAB infestations and die. The City has a management plan to
treat some of the healthier ash trees in significant locations, and to gradually
remove and replace the others with a variety of trees.
 Why is it important?
Over the next few years, the City will lose a very significant portion of its
public trees. It is important to have a reasonable, cost-effective method to
treat, remove and replace these trees that comprise a large part of the City
canopy. A wide variety of trees are being used to replace the ash trees so
that no one tree variety will again comprise such a large proportion of our
canopy. As the Roseville Tree Board, the Parks and Recreation Commission
is involved in updating and providing input to the City Council on this issue.
 Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/1183/Tree-Policies-Programs
DYP (Discover Your Parks)
 What is it?
DYP is an annual summer program of the Parks and Recreation Department.
From June through August, a weekly evening event is held in a different city
park, consisting of games, crafts, snacks, and the puppet wagon. Families
can explore the park, talk with Parks and Recreation staff, and meet Parks
and Recreation Commissioners.
 Why is it important?
This program provides an opportunity for family fun as well as for residents to
become familiar with many different parks within the city. Residents interact
with Parks and Recreation staff and commissioners to provide feedback and
input into the development of the parks and recreation programs.
 Where can I find out more about it? (URL)
https://www.cityofroseville.com/1142/Discover-Your-Parks
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What else is hoped of us as commissioners?
It’s not expected or mandatory, but…


Show up and be seen in the community; Discover Your Parks (DYP),
participate in playground builds, natural resources renewal events, national
night out, and other park events. It’s a blast.



Volunteer extra time as appropriate: Serve on advisory boards, community
meetings, park events, and park projects with other volunteers.



Show up and be seen in support of Parks and Rec staff: Your presence at
City Council meetings, relevant public meetings of any kind, and park events
is appreciated.



Communicate. Whenever you see a staff member or any park user feel free
to walk up and say, “Hi”. Also, feel free to stop in to the Parks & Recreation
office to meet and discuss your questions, ideas or thoughts with staff.



Be a City of Roseville booster: This is your community. It’s a great one and
your involvement only makes it better.



Practice your Roseville Parks and Rec PR: When you use the parks talk
(mostly listen) to park users.
o Note the topics or questions people have and forward them to Lonnie
o Get names when possible and contact information
o Direct people to the website
o Follow up with people as appropriate
o Refer anything you can’t answer to Lonnie



We’re volunteers: As we mentioned at the beginning, this is a volunteer
position. Everyone has different demands on their time. So, start where you
are, use the gifts you have, and do what you can.
We appreciate your energy, commitment and input!
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Appendix A
 Roseville Parks and Recreation Staff
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Appendix B
Roseville Parks and Recreation Commission members (current)
Luke Heikkila
The parks and recreational opportunities available in Roseville are spectacular. I
wanted to serve on this commission so I could be both better suited to
understand how the system operates and learn how I can help further the work
being done by our dedicated Parks and Recreation staff. I enjoy being part of a
group and the commission provides me an opportunity to feel like I am a part of
something that is bigger than me. I would like citizens to know that when they
have questions about anything park and recreation related they can seek me out
and I will bring their questions and concerns forward.
Phil Gelbach
1. What led you to want to serve on the Parks and Recreation Commission?
The Roseville park system is one of the reasons I chose to move to the
area. In my opinion, our parks system is a community treasure and I want
to be involved with its development and preservation however it is
appropriate.
I use the parks personally. Plus, through my involvement with Roseville
Rotary I have worked with Parks and Recreation to put on the Taste of
Rosefest event for the past ten years.
2. What experiences from your life, your work, or your volunteer roles are most
relevant to the work of this Commission?
I served for six years as a Ramsey Soil and Water Conservation District
Supervisor. I was appointed to the Mayor’s Toxic Chemical Task force for
the City of St Paul and served until we completed our mission.
In addition, I have also helped manage a family-owned 40-acre woodlot
under a DNR forest stewardship plan for the past 35 years. The
management focus was on producing hardwood, developing white pine
stands; maintaining wildlife habitat and protecting critical natural
resources.
I have served for five years as a Parks and Recreation Commissioner and
along with my dog Charlie, I am an avid and regular parks user.
3. What do you want Roseville citizens and fellow Parks and Recreation
Commissioners to know about you?
I recommend that you discover your parks for yourself, participate in
playground builds, natural resources renewal events, Rosefest, and other
park events. Or just take a walk on one of the many pathways; through the
Arboretum or out on the Harriet Alexander Nature Center’s boardwalk.
See all of the great things that the Roseville Parks and Recreation does
on your behalf from a different perspective… Yours.
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Darrell Baggenstoss
1. What led you to want to serve on the Parks and Recreation Commission?
The Parks and Recreation Commission has a hand in helping shape what
many find to be a fun, positive feature of the city. I was looking for a new
way to serve the community of Roseville on a city-wide level. I was
involved in our neighborhood, and wanted to branch out.
I like to think big picture and have lots of positive ideas for our city. I also
wanted to bring a new voice to current city planning. In particular, I am
passionate about speaking up for voices that go unheard or are generally
overlooked.

2. What experiences from your life, your work, or your volunteer roles are most
relevant to the work of this Commission?
I've been the music teacher at Four Seasons A+ Elementary in St. Paul for
just over twenty years. I’ve worked with many different families who come
to school with varying life experiences. I take pride in helping create a safe
and welcoming environment for students to learn and families to engage. I
hope to bring these same principals to the commission as I think about all
the different residents in Roseville with their varying needs.
3. What do you want Roseville citizens and fellow Parks and Recreation
Commissioners to know about you?
I live in the McCarrons neighborhood in southeast Roseville. Along with
teaching music, I’m also a composer, guitarist, pianist, vocalist, and
anything else that needs to get done. Music really is my life.
Outside of music, I enjoy water activities, hanging out with birds (wood
ducks, especially), riding my bike, and much more. I love to do music and
all these fun things with my friends and family.
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Ron Bole
1. What led you to want to serve on the Parks and Recreation Commission?
My background is in physical education when an emphasis on physical
fitness and lifetime sports.
2. What experiences from your life, your work, or your volunteer roles are most
relevant to the work of this Commission?
I have lived in Roseville for 47 years. I spent time on Roseville Pathway
Commissions in the 70;s and 80;s which gives me knowledge of the
history of developing trails and walking routes in Roseville.
3. What do you want Roseville citizens and fellow Parks and Recreation
Commissioners to know about you?
Ph. D in Physical Education, University of Illinois. Developed motor
performance lab, motor learning and perceptual motor skills curriculum at
University of Minnesota. Started the “Bicycle Chain” at Lexington and
Larpenteur in 1990. It is now owned by my son.
Jerry Stoner
1. What led you to want to serve on the Parks and Recreation Commission?
I met Lonnie Brokke at a Discover Your Park event at Applewood Park in
2012. He had a lot of information about the then-recent Renewal Program.
I was very interested in all the work being done around the city because I
was new to the city at that point. Lonnie sensed my enthusiasm and asked
me if I had any interest in served as a Commissioner. I said yes and when
an opening arose he let me know. I am played in my neighborhood park a
lot when I was a kid and want to make sure every kid in the city has the
opportunity to use an excellent park.
2. What experiences from your life, your work, or your volunteer roles are most
relevant to the work of this Commission?
Like many park enthusiasts I played every other day in a park in my
hometown in Iowa. I was lucky to live a few minutes from a park with a
wooden playground and a large wilderness area, much like Materion Park
which is our neighborhood park now. I'm an engineer by training and I use
my analytical skills to provide feedback on park issues.
3. What do you want Roseville citizens and fellow Parks and Recreation
Commissioners to know about you?
Our family moved to Roseville in 2011. We have loved Roseville and
decided to settle here. My wife and I have two kids and a dog who all love
a nice summer day at Materion Park.
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Nancy O’Brien
1. What led you to want to serve on the Parks and Recreation Commission?
I believe a strong park system is one of the defining characteristics of a
city that makes it a livable, safe, and enjoyable place to reside. The
wonderful park system of Roseville is one of the attributes that attracted
my husband and I to Roseville when we purchased our home here, and I
believe this is also true for many other folks. I feel that the Parks and
Recreation Commission plays a primary role in maintaining the parks as
the citizens would like them to be, so serving on the Commission seemed
a natural place to put my volunteer efforts.
2. What experiences from your life, your work, or your volunteer roles are most
relevant to the work of this Commission?
I have volunteered in several capacities for the Parks and Recreation
system – I was on the 2009-2010 Citizens Advisory Team that worked on
the development of the Park Master Plan. I currently volunteer at the
Harriet Alexander Nature Center, and also on the Roseville Parks Natural
Resources Restoration team.
3. What do you want Roseville citizens and fellow Parks and Recreation
Commissioners to know about you?
I am quite passionate about keeping the plantings in our parks and our
yard as free as possible from invasive species, and returning them to
native trees and plants.
I am retired from the Minneapolis VA Medical Center, where I served as a
social worker in mental health, the Women Veterans Coordinator, and at
the end of my career there, the Compliance Officer.
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Greg Hoag
1. What led you to want to serve on the Parks and Recreation Commission?
Having lived in the City of Roseville all of my life, I felt it was time for me to
volunteer my time back to the City that provided opportunities for me as a
young adult to guide me into the professional career of Parks and
Recreation.
2. What experiences from your life, your work, or your volunteer roles are most
relevant to the work of this Commission?
I have worked in the Parks and Recreation and Public Works fields for my
20+ year professional career. Working primarily with Parks & facilities,
Golf Courses and building operations.
3. What do you want Roseville citizens and fellow Parks and Recreation
Commissioners to know about you?
I am passionate about parks and open space. I enjoy spending time
outdoors and using the parks and facilities that Roseville has to offer.
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Appendix C
Annual Rolling Agenda: Parks and Recreation Commission
The rolling year agenda planner helps staff and commissioners review key topics
at least annually. Topics may appear on the agenda as they arise and not
necessarily in the month planned. In addition to planned items, all monthly
meetings are open to current topics and timely issues that may arise.




January
o Commission goals discussion
o Natural Resources Program review
February
o Parks and Recreation Budget and CIP Discussion
o Review department goals
o Discuss Chair and Vice Chair



March
o Commission goals finalized
o Park maintenance and projects review and input
o Election of Chair and Vice Chair
o Appoint Ethics Commission representative



April
o Recreation programs, facilities and events (including Rosefest) review
and input



May
o Begin scheduling Parks & Recreation Commission members for DYP
shifts
o Skating Center operations review



June
o Joint Council / Commission meeting



July
o No meeting




August
September
o Parks & Facilities group tour if interested
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October
o Parks and Recreation System Plan review and update as appropriate



November
o Park Dedication rate review – compare League of MN Cities method
on odd years
o Cedarholm Community Building and Golf Course operations review



December
o Adopt annual calendar
o Annual Parks and Recreation Primer review
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Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: November 14, 2018

ITEM: 7b

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Proclamation Update

Background
The Commission is in the final stages of reviewing the City’s proclamations. Listed below are
those that have been proposed and finalized, and any that are still waiting for final approval.
These proclamations will be brought forward to the City Council as a recommendation along
with the Commission’s recommendation(s) on a proclamation to highlight as a pilot project at
the November 26 meeting.
Proclamation
1. MLK Day
2. Human Trafficking
3. Black History Month
4. Women’s History Month
5. Days of Remembrance
6. Fair Housing Month
7. Asian & Pacific Islander Heritage Month
8. Mental Health Awareness Month
9. Older Americans/Senior Citizen’s Month
10. LGBTQIA++ Month
11. Americans with Disabilities Month
12. Constitution Week
13. Hispanic Heritage Month
14. Indigenous People’s Day

Month
January
January
February
March
April
April
May
May
May
June
July
September
September
October

Finalized
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Recommendation
Finalize proclamations and write report for Council meeting in November.
Attachments:
A. Proclamations

Notes

Martin Luther King Jr Day
January 16, 20__
Whereas:
The City of Roseville recognizes and honors the work of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.; and
Whereas:
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was the chief spokesperson for nonviolent
activism in the civil rights movement, which successfully protested racial discrimination in
federal and state law; and
Whereas:
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was jailed and arrested numerous times for
speaking out against racism and discrimination and for trying to help African Americans to
register and vote; and
Whereas:
1964; and

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in December,

Whereas:
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated on April 4, 1968 because of his
fight for equality and civil rights for all; and
Whereas:
An Act of Congress of the United States in 1983, declared the third Monday in
January to officially honor Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.; and
Whereas:
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. said “Life’s most persistent and urgent question
is what are you doing for others;” and
Whereas:
Each year, Americans across the country answer that question by coming together
on Martin Luther King Day to serve their neighbors and communities.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby declare January __, 20__ , to be
Martin Luther King Jr. Day in the City of Roseville and urges all citizens to join together to
honor Dr. King by committing to volunteering in the community.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this __ day of ____, 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Human Trafficking Awareness and Prevention Month
January, 20__
Whereas:
Human trafficking is a nationwide public health and civil rights crisis. Its victims
and survivors are everywhere, with Roseville being no exception.
Whereas:
Human Trafficking includes both labor and sex trafficking, with both
international and domestic victims.
Whereas:
Anyone can become a victim of trafficking. While women and girls are the
primary victims, victims/survivors come from every background, race, gender, sexual
orientation, and economic status. Traffickers target individuals who, for any reason, are
vulnerable.
Whereas:
Young people are particularly vulnerable to trafficking and exploitation but face
many barriers in reporting what has happened to them. Minnesota’s Safe Harbor Law recognizes
that any youth under the age of 18 who comes forward will no longer face criminal prosecution
and will instead receive comprehensive and trauma-informed services. Safe Harbor also seeks to
provide communities across Minnesota with the knowledge, skills and resources to effectively
identify and work with sexually exploited and at-risk youth.
Whereas:
All communities must seek to prevent human trafficking before it can occur, by,
promoting safe, healthy, and supportive environments.
Whereas:
The City of Roseville is striving to become a place where human trafficking does
not exist, where people have opportunities available to them, and where all people are treated as
fully human and worthy of a supportive community and freedom.
Now therefore be it Resolved that the city of Roseville declares January as Human Trafficking
Awareness and Prevention month.
In Witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
be affixed this __, of January, 20___.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Black History Month
February 20__
Whereas:
The City of Roseville is committed to recognizing and honoring the
contributions of all members of our communities; and
Whereas:
Negro History Week was established in 1926 by Dr. Carter Godwin
Woodson as a way to neutralize the deliberate distortion of Black History; and
Whereas:
This movement grew over the years to Black History Month to give an
objective and scholarly balance in American and World History; and
Whereas:
The Month of February was selected as Black History Month because it
marks the birth of Frederick Douglas, W.E.B. DuBois, Langston Hughes, and Abraham
Lincoln, leaders whose actions greatly impacted the lives of the American Black
population; and
Whereas:
The contributions African Americans made and continue to make to our
nation’s economic strength as well as to our history, music, arts, national defense from the
Revolutionary War to present-Day military operations, written words and discoveries, and
inventions are often overlooked; and
Whereas:
On January 1, 1863, the Emancipation Proclamation set the United States on
the path of ending slavery. On August 28, 1963, hundreds of thousands of Americans of all
backgrounds joined the March on Washington which was led by Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), James Framer; Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), John Lewis; Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), A.
Phillip Randolph; Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, Roy Wilkins; National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), and Whitney Young, Jr. (National
Urban League) in pursuit of jobs, justice and freedom to the Memorial of Abraham Lincoln,
the author of the Emancipation Proclamation, in pursuit of freedom and equality for all; and
Whereas:
Despite all the progress, the legacy of slavery and segregation still persists in
our nation in the forms of Mass Incarceration, the school to prison pipeline, racial profiling,
educational inequalities, housing and employment discrimination, racism and bias; and
Whereas:
In 20--, Black History Month honors [Theme chosen by either Congress or
Black Community in Roseville]; and
Whereas:
The City of Roseville invites all members of the Roseville Community to
renew their commitment to ensuring racial equality, understanding and justice and to
participate in activities designed to advance the cause of freedom and equality for all.

Now, Therefore Be It Resolved that the City Council hereby declare February 20— to be Black
History Month in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey, State of Minnesota, U.S.A.
In Witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
be affixed this [Date].

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Women’s History Month
March 20__
Whereas:
Throughout history, extraordinary women have made significant
contributions to the growth and strength of our city, state, and nation in countless ways;
and
Whereas:
Through leadership, innovation, and ingenuity, generations of women have
made significant contributions in science, medicine, technology, business, politics,
entrepreneurship, and arts and culture; and
Whereas:
Women have been leaders in securing their own rights of suffrage and
equal opportunity; and in the abolitionist, emancipation, industrial labor, civil rights,
and peace movements, creating a more fair and just society for all; and
Whereas:
Whether serving in elected positions across America, leading groundbreaking
civil rights movements, venturing into unknown frontiers, or programming revolutionary
technologies, generations of women that knew their gender was no obstacle to what they could
accomplish have long stirred new ideas and opened new doors, having a profound and positive
impact on our community.
Whereas:
Despite their contributions, the role of women in history has been
consistently overlooked and undervalued in literature, education, and culture; and
Whereas:
This month, we celebrate countless pioneering women and their victories,
and we continue our work to build a society where our daughters have the same possibilities
as our sons.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby declares March, 20__, to be
Women’s History Month in the City of Roseville.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this ___ day of March, 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Days of Remembrance
April 20__
Whereas:
The Holocaust was the state-sponsored, systemic persecution and annihilation of
European Jewry by Nazi Germany and its collaborators between 1933 and 1945; and
Whereas:
Six million Jews along with hundreds of thousands of Poles, Gypsies, people with
handicaps, homosexuals, Jehovah's Witnesses, prisoners of war and political dissidents suffered
grievously and were murdered under Nazi tyranny; and
Whereas:
The history of the Holocaust offers an opportunity to reflect on the moral
responsibilities of individuals, societies and governments; and
Whereas:
The Days of Remembrance have been set aside as a time for all to remember the
victims of the Holocaust as well as to reflect on the need for respect of all people to strive to
overcome intolerance and indifference through learning and remembrance; and
Whereas:
The people of the City of Roseville remember the terrible events of the Holocaust
and especially the deaths of more than a million children who were victims and remain vigilant
against hatred, persecution and tyranny; and
Whereas:
The people of Roseville are dedicated to the principles of individual freedom in a
just society; and
Whereas:
The Roseville community honors the memory of the victims, survivors, rescuers
and liberators of the Holocaust.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby declares (Sunday before Yom
Hashoah to Sunday after) 20__, including the Day of Remembrance known as Yom Hashoah on
_____, to be Days of Remembrance in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey, State of
Minnesota, U.S.A
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this __ day of ____, 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Fair Housing Month
April 20__
Whereas:
The month of April marks the anniversary of the passage of the Federal Fair
Housing Law of 1968, recognizing that no American should have their right to purchase or rent
shelter of choice abridged because of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
national origin, sexual orientation or gender identity
Whereas:
Equality of opportunity for all is a fundamental policy of this nation and the City
of Roseville; and
Whereas:
The location that people live has a direct impact on the quality of their health,
education and access to economic opportunities; and
Whereas:
Discriminatory housing practices create racial and economic segregation in
communities that can lead to disparate outcomes in overall quality of life; and
Whereas:
Economic stability, community health, and human relations in all communities
are improved by diversity and integration; and
Whereas:
The City of Roseville is committed to promoting housing choices and fostering
inclusive communities, free from housing discrimination; and
Whereas:
The City Council establishes the City of Roseville as an inclusive community
committed to fair housing by applying this to its housing programs and services; and promotes
appropriate activities by private and public entities intended to provide or advocate for equal
housing opportunities for all residents and prospective residents of Roseville;
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby declare April to be Fair Housing
Month in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey, State of Minnesota, U.S.A
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be afﬁxed this __day of April 20__

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Asian/Pacific Islander Heritage Month
May 20__
Whereas:
The City of Roseville is committed to recognizing and honoring the
contributions of all members of our communities; and
Whereas:
In 1977, Rep Frank Horton of New York introduced House Joint Resolution
540 to proclaim the first ten days in May as Pacific/Asian Pacific American Heritage Week.
This first legislation did not pass; and
Whereas:
In 1992, Congress passed Public Law 102-450 which annually designated
May as Asian /Pacific American Heritage Month; and
Whereas:
The Month of May was selected to commemorate the immigration of the
first Japanese to the United States on May 7, 1843 and to mark the anniversary of the
completion of the transcontinental railroad on May 10, 1869. The majority of the workers
were Chinese Immigrants; and
Whereas:
Japanese American troops fought for freedom from tyranny abroad in World
War II while their families here at home were interned simply on the basis of their origin;
and
Whereas:
In 1965, the Immigration and Nationality Act opened new doors of
opportunity to more Asian and Pacific Islander Immigrants; and
Whereas:
The end of the Vietnam War brought new Vietnamese, Cambodian, Hmong
and Laotian communities to the United States of America.
Whereas:
There are over 20 million Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders in the
United States with over 260,000 of them calling Minnesota home; and
Whereas:
A growing number of Roseville Residents are of Asian and Pacific Island
descent. They contribute to the vibrant community of Roseville as business owners,
teachers, scientists, artists and through their rich cultures.
Whereas:
Despite all the progress, many Asian and Pacific Islanders continue to face
persistent inequality and bigotry including barriers to equal access to education,
employment, and healthcare. South Asian Americans, especially those who are Muslim,
Hindu or Sikh—too often face senseless violence and harassment only due to the color of
their skin or the tenets of their faith; and
Whereas:
In 20--, Asian American and Pacific Island Heritage Month honors [Theme
chosen by either Congress or AAPI Community in Roseville]; and

Whereas:
The City of Roseville invites all members of the Roseville Community to renew
their commitment to ensuring racial equality, understanding and justice and to participate in
activities designed to advance the cause of freedom and equality for all.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved that the City Council hereby declare May 20— to be Asian
American and Pacific Island Heritage Month in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey, State
of Minnesota, U.S.A.
In Witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
be affixed this __, of May, 20___.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Mental Health Awareness Month
Whereas
Mental health is a part of overall health and helps to sustain an individual’s
thought processes, relationships, productivity and ability to adapt to change or face adversity.
Mental illness adversely affects those abilities and often is life-threatening in nature. According
to the Mental Health Alliance, 1 in 5 adults and children will experience a mental health
condition in their lifetime.
Whereas
It is important to maintain mental health and learn the symptoms of mental illness.
Long delays−sometimes decades−often occur between the time symptoms first appear and when
individuals get help. Early identification and treatment can make a difference in successful
management of mental illness and recovery;
Whereas
Every citizen and community can make a difference in helping end the silence
and stigma that for too long has surrounded mental illness and discouraged people from getting
help;
Whereas
Public education and civic activities can encourage mental health and help
improve the lives of individuals and families affected by mental illness;
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby declares the month of May, 20__
to be Mental Health Awareness Month in the City of Roseville.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this ___ day of May, 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Older Americans Month
May 20__
Whereas:

Roseville is home to many residents aged 60 years and older; and

Whereas:
Older adults in Roseville are the roots from which our community has grown,
who bestow gifts of wisdom and insight upon younger generations and strengthen the bonds
between neighbors to create a better place to live; and
Whereas:
The City of Roseville recognizes Older Americans Month's 20__ with the theme
of "Get into the Act" and focusing on older adults taking charge of their health, getting engaged
in their communities, and making positive impact, in the lives of others; and
Whereas:
Older Americans are productive, active and influential members of society,
sharing essential talents, wisdom and life experiences with families, friends and neighbors; and
Whereas:
Our community can provide that recognition and respect by enriching the quality
of life for older Americans by:
•
•
•

Increasing opportunities to remain in their communities as active and engaged citizens;
Providing services, technologies and support systems that allow seniors to foster and
maintain connections within the community; and ·
Emphasizing the value of elders by publically recognizing their contributions to the
diversity, strength and unity of our community.

Now, Therefore Be It Resolved that the City Council hereby declare May 20__ to be Older
Americans Month in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey, State of Minnesota, U.S.A.
Be it Further Resolved that we urge every citizen to honor our older adults and the
professionals, family members and volunteers who care for them. Our recognition of older
Americans and their involvement in our lives can help us achieve stronger and more meaningful
connections with each other and enrich our community's quality of life.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this fourth day of May 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Senior Citizens Month
May 2019
Whereas: Roseville is home to many residents ages 60 years and older; and
Whereas: Our senior adults in Roseville are the roots from which our community has grown, who
bestow gifts of wisdom, experience and insight upon younger generations and strengthen the bonds
between neighbors to create a better place to live; and
Whereas: The City of Roseville recognizes our seniors and focuses on older adults taking charge of
their health, getting engaged in their communities, and making positive impacts, in the lives of others;
and
Whereas: Our seniors are productive, active and influential members of society, sharing essential skills,
talents, wisdom and life experiences with family, friends and neighbors; and
Whereas: Our community can provide the recognition and respect by enriching the quality of the life
for senior by
•
•
•

Increasing opportunity to remain in their home and communities as active and engaged
citizens;
Providing services, technology and support systems that allow seniors foster and maintain
connections within the community; and
Emphasizing the value of elders by publicly recognizing their contributions to the diversity,
strength and unity of our community.

Whereas: All persons reaching their later years should have opportunity to share fully in these benefits of
our advancements in economic wealth, science, technology and culture.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved that the City Council hereby declare May 2019 to be Elders Month in
the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey, State of Minnesota, U.S.A.
Be it Further Resolved that we urge every citizen to honor out elder adults and the professionals,
family members and volunteers who care for them. Our recognition of our elderly Americans and their
involvement in our lives can help us achieve stronger and more meaningful connections with each other
and enrich our community’s quality of life.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of
Roseville to be affixed this
day of
, 2019
______________________________
Mayor Dan Roe

LGBTQQIA+ Pride Week
June __-__, 20__

Whereas: The City of Roseville supports the vibrancy all bring to the community and
honors their many contributions to the health of the city; and remains committed to treating
all people with fairness and respect; and
Whereas: Roseville continues the tradition for communities across America to
recognize their LGBTQQIA+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Questioning,
Intersex, Ally) residents during the month of June; and recognizes the + to symbolize the
inclusion of all identities; and
Whereas: LGBTQQIA+ people, as the rainbow ﬂag symbolizes, come from every group,
religion, ethnicity, age, occupation, ability/disability, size and shape; and
Whereas: Members of the Roseville LGBTQQIA+ community have always served as
valuable members of our country in every capacity as homeowners, taxpayers, members of
the military, business owners, parents and employees; and
Whereas: LGBTQQIA+ residents have enriched the diverse community of Roseville
through their participation in city government, the arts, religious and civil institutions,
education and community organizations; and
Whereas: The City of Roseville believes that all people deserve to be protected from
bullying, harassment, discrimination, and health disparities; and convey a clear message
that intolerance is not welcome in our community,
Whereas: LGBTQQIA+ community allies, including the Roseville Area High School
student groups, provide support and encouragement to Roseville youth with the assistance
of School District staff and administration; and
Whereas: The City of Roseville recognizes the contributions that LGBTQQIA+ people and
their families make to our society and reaffirm our commitment to promoting full equality for
every resident of our great city.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved that the City Council hereby declares June
to be
LGBTQQIA+ Pride Week in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey, State of
Minnesota, U.S.A.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be afﬁxed this
day of June 20
.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Americans with Disabilities
July 26, 20__
Whereas:
For the past 25 years, the Americans with Disabilities Act has focused on ending
discrimination against individuals with disabilities and promote full integration and participation
in society; and
Whereas:
Approximately 20 percent of Americans have a disability as defined by the
Americans with Disabilities Act, a number projected to increase as our society ages; and
Whereas:
As a direct passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act, an increased number
of children and adults with disabilities are living, playing, working and shopping alongside their
neighbors; and
Whereas:
Roseville is becoming inclusive and free of physical, communication and social
barriers; and
Whereas:
State and local government services are continually improving and providing
increasingly accessible services and programs to Minnesotans with disabilities; and
Whereas:
State and local governments, including Roseville, are beginning to understand the
importance and reverence of providing accessible digital information and electronic services to
Minnesotans with disabilities; and
Whereas:
On the ___anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act, we celebrate and
recognize the progress that has been made, we acknowledge challenges still exist on our horizon,
and we reaffirm our commitment to full equity and inclusion for all.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby declares July 26, 20___as the
Anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act, in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey,
State of Minnesota, U.S.A
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this __ day of ____, 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Constitution Week 20__

WHEREAS: September 17, 20__, marks the two hundred and thirty-__ anniversary of the
drafting of the Constitution of the United States of America by the Constitutional Convention;
and
WHEREAS: It is fitting and proper to accord official recognition to this magnificent document
and its memorable anniversary; and to the patriotic celebrations which will commemorate the
occasion; and
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby proclaim the week of September
17 through 23 to be Constitution Week with the observance on September 17, 2018 and urge all
community members to join in recognizing Constitution Week to reaffirm the ideals the Framers
of the Constitution had in 1787.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this __ day of ____, 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Hispanic Heritage Month
September 15 - October 15, 20__
Whereas:
The City of Roseville recognizes and honors contributions of all members of our
community; and
Whereas:
September 15 is the anniversary of independence for five Latin American
countries: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua; and Mexico achieved
independence on September 16; and Chile achieved independence on September 18; and
Whereas:
In 1988 the United States Congress adopted a resolution designating September
15 to October 15 of each year as National Hispanic Heritage Month; and
Whereas:
Hispanic Americans bring a rich cultural heritage representing many countries,
ethnicities and religious traditions which contribute to America’s future; and
Whereas:
The Hispanic community has had a profound influence on our country through
their strong commitment to family, faith, hard work, and services, and they have enhanced and
shaped our national heritage with centuries old traditions that reflect the multiethnic and
multicultural customs of their community; and
Whereas:
During National Hispanic Heritage Month, the United States celebrates the
culture and traditions of Spanish speaking residents who trace their roots to Spain, Mexico,
Central America, South America and the Caribbean.
Whereas:
The City of Roseville invites all members of the community to celebrate 20__
Hispanic Heritage Month [Theme TBD];” and
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the City Council hereby proclaim September 15 to
October 15, 20__ to be Hispanic Heritage Month in the City of Roseville, County of Ramsey,
State of Minnesota, U.S.A
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this eleventh day of September 20__.

Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Mes de la Herencia Hispana
September 15 - October 15, 20__
Considerando que: La Ciudad de Roseville reconoce y honra las contribuciones de todos los
miembros de nuestra comunidad; y
Considerando: El 15 de Septiembre es el aniversario de la independencia de cinco países
latinoamericanos: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras y Nicaragua; y México alcanzó
la independencia el 16 de Septiembre; y Chile alcanzó la independencia el 18 de Septiembre; y
Considerando que: En 1988, el Congreso de los Estados Unidos aprobó una resolución que
designaba del 15 de Septiembre al 15 de Octubre de cada año como Mes Nacional de la Herencia
Hispana; y
Considerando que: Los hispanoamericanos traen una rica herencia cultural que representa
muchos países, etnias y tradiciones religiosas que contribuyen al futuro de Estados Unidos; y
Considerando que: La comunidad hispana ha tenido una profunda influencia en nuestro país a
través de su fuerte compromiso con la familia, la fe, el trabajo duro y los servicios, y han
mejorado y moldeado nuestro patrimonio nacional con tradiciones centenarias que reflejan las
costumbres multiétnicas y multiculturales de sus comunidad; y
Considerando: Durante el Mes Nacional de la Herencia Hispana, Estados Unidos celebra la
cultura y las tradiciones de los hispanohablantes que trazan sus raíces a España, México,
América Central, América del Sur y el Caribe.
Considerando que: La Ciudad de Roseville invita a todos los miembros de la comunidad a
celebrar el Mes de la Herencia Hispana 20__ "[Theme TBD]";
Ahora, Sea Resuelto, que el Concejo Municipal proclame del 15 de Septiembre al 15 de
Octubre de 20__ el Mes de la Herencia Hispana en la Ciudad de Roseville, Condado de Ramsey,
Estado de Minnesota, Estados Unidos.
En Testigo de lo cual, he firmado el presente y he hecho que el Sello de la Ciudad de Roseville
se coloque este undécimo día de Septiembre de 2017.

Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Indigenous People’s Day
October __, 20__
Whereas:
Since time immemorial, Indigenous nations have lived upon the land where our
nation and City now stand; and
Whereas:
Indigenous peoples have always made enduring contributions to all their
communities through knowledge, experience, technology, science, arts, and culture; and
Whereas:
American Indian people today face significant disparities that impact their safety,
health, wellbeing, education, vitality, and cultural preservation, and the City of Roseville
understands that in order to help combat these disparities, government entities, organizations,
and other public institutions should change their policies and practices to better reflect the
experiences of American Indian people and uplift our country’s Indigenous roots, history, and
contributions; and
Whereas:
The idea of Indigenous Peoples Day was first proposed in 1977 by a delegation of
Native nations to the United Nations-sponsored International Conference on Discrimination
Against Indigenous Populations in the Americas; and
Whereas:
In 1990 representatives from 120 Indigenous nations at the First Continental
Conference on 500 Years of Indian Resistance unanimously passed a resolution to transform
Columbus Day into an occasion to strengthen the process of continental unity and struggle
towards liberation, and thereby use the occasion to reveal a more accurate historical record; and
Whereas:
The Twin Cities community has a strong history of over four decades of
American Indian activism, which the City celebrates and honors; and
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved that the City of Roseville shall recognize Indigenous Peoples
Day on the second Monday in October.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Roseville
to be affixed this __ day of October 20__.

________________________
Mayor Daniel J. Roe

Proclamation Review
Proclamation
1. MLK Day

Month
January

Finalized
Yes

2. Human Trafficking

January

Yes

3. Black History Month

February

Yes

4. Women’s History
March
Month
5. Days of Remembrance April

Yes
Yes

6. Fair Housing Month

April

Yes

7. Asian & Pacific
Islander Heritage
Month
8. Mental Health
Awareness Month

May

Yes

May

Yes

Review/Comments
Staff of the Minneapolis Urban League
reviewed and made edits to this
proclamation.
Research was done online, and the
Roseville PD was consulted.
Reviewed most recent proclamation,
then looked at president obama's, spoke
with NAACP and talked to some people in
black community. Met with 5 people.
Reviewed with the League of Women
Voters.
The Days of Remembrance Proclamation
was run past the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum, and it turns out our
proclamation is a variation on their
published proclamation for mayors.
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/PROCLA
MATIONS_FOR_MAYORS_DOR2016.pdf
Kathleen Tucker, Realtor, Coldwell Banker
Burnet and Brenda Vandervort, Mortgage
Banker, Edina Realty mortgage reviewed
the proclamation. Harlan at MN Housing
Partners referred me to the NAR website. I
used a template from NAR (National
Association of Realtors) on their website
for guidance.

The updated language came from a
template provided on the National Alliance
on Mental Illness (NAMI- MN) website. A
few emails were sent for NAMI with a
request to review the proclamation
language, but they did not respond. Avivo
(formerly RESOURCE, provides a full
spectrum of chemical and mental health
services) reviewed the proclamation and
suggested minor changes which were
accepted.

9. Older
Americans/Senior
Citizen’s Month

May

No

10. LGBTQIA++ Month

June

Yes

11. Americans with
Disabilities Month

July

Yes

12. Constitution Week

September

Yes

13. Hispanic Heritage
Month

September

No

14. Indigenous People’s
Day

October

Yes

The Senior Citizens/Older Americans
Proclamation was submitted to AARP for
feedback. Specifically, they were asked for
feedback about whether we should title
the proclamation Senior Citizens or Older
Americans.
2 members of the LGBTQIAA++ community
reviewed the proclamation. A message for
Outfront MN & Pflag was left 2 times with
no responses. The Presidential
proclamation from President Obama, the
proclamation form the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (Gov. Charles Baker), and
state of CA proclamation (Gov. Edmund
Brown) were used for guidance on edits.
Looked at 2016 Obama proclamation covers all disabilities. Contacted MN
Disability council.
The proclamation language came from the
Daughters of the American Revolution
website. They provide 4 different
templates and the proposed language is a
combination of language from the
templates. Additional online proclamations
were reviewed to verify that the proposed
language is consistent with other
proclamations.
The proclamation was reviewed by the
Roseville schools cultural liaison for
translation purposes. A request was sent
for them to also review whether or not the
term LatinX was more appropriate than
Hispanic.
Elizabeth Day with Leech Lake Band of
Ojibwe - provided feedback.

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: November 14, 2018

ITEM: 7c

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Discussion on Pilot Proclamation

Background
The Commission has been working throughout 2018 to review existing proclamation language
as well as receive feedback/input from specific groups within Roseville that are impacted by
those proclamations. As that process comes closer to finalization, the next step is to bring
forward suggestions for a specific proclamation to be the “Featured” proclamation for 2019.
At the October HRIEC meeting, commissioners discussed two potential “Featured”
proclamations for 2019. Commissioners decided to do some initial work on pulling together
ideas, including partnerships, to highlight during these proclamation months. The two that
were discussed as potential pilots were:


Human Trafficking – January



Hispanic Heritage Month - September

Attached is information pertaining to the Human Trafficking proclamation.
Recommendation
Discuss potential options for a featured proclamation for 2019. In addition, develop a suggested
programming plan in order to educate the community or engage with those affected by the
proclamation’s topic.
Attachments:
A. Human Trafficking ideas

Human Trafficking Awareness Month
January 2019
Partners:
● http://storiesfoundation.org/freedom-truck/
○ Food Truck
○ Not available for the food truck - closes in winder
● Roseville PD
○ Corey Yunkee
○ Command Staff and/or our IMPACT team to discuss what it looks like from our lens and
future/ongoing plans
● John Choi - Ramsey County attorney
○ Sent speaker request for Jan 17th event
● Grace Church (could host event)
● MDH (Amy Kenzie)
○ Hoping to set up a meeting in Nov
○ Sexual Violence Prevention Program Director
● Caroline Palmer, Safe Harbor Program Director
○ Hoping to set up a meeting in Nov sometime
○ Might be a good option for Jan 8 Ask event
● http://mnhttf.org/our-role-purpose/initiatives/
○ handouts/resources
● https://sourcemn.org/anti-trafficking/
○ Videos
○ Speakers
○ Maria Eddie
○ 612-345-7068
○ January 8th would be available
○ 18 yo and older
○ maria@sourcemn.org
● http://www.breakingfree.net/
○ Speakers
○ Submitted request for Jan 8th speaker
○ Spoke with/emailed with Lori Paul
○ Reassurance that we would be able to get speakers
○ May have to pay an honorarium
● Do good roseville
○ Sherry and Kathy
Potential ideas:
● “Ask about human trafficking” series (Do Good)
○ Our Ask programs are always the 2nd Tuesday of every other month. We partner with the
library so they provide the space and they pay for taping by CTV.
○ January 8th would be the day
○ Need to connect with library to ensure the room is available
● Video/documentary
○ Maybe at the high school or middle school?
■ Need to work on coordinating this - reached out to Elizabeth with the Human Rights club
at RAHS

■

●

The club is very interested in human trafficking, However, we can not take on any more
projects at this moment.
○ “Tricked” on Netflix
○ “In Plain Sight”
○ “Nefarious: Merchant of Souls”
○ “Sex + Money: A National Search for Human Worth”
Homeland Security has a Blue Campaign for sex trafficking awareness and has events for January.
○ They also have awareness materials we could order and videos on the site to help with
education.
○ There is a #wear blue day (1/11) we could maybe do something with

From Roseville PD (Corey):
We mapped this out a bit and found 3 Potential Themes/Camps:
1.) Enforcement (again, with an emphasis on rescue/passing to non-profit/human services and intel gathering).
2.) Education/Awareness
3.) Off-ramping
We decided that #1 was the best fit for our mission. We feel that we are better suited to HELP others with #2 and #3.
I think #2 is a great place for the HRIEC…helping interested parties wayfind to the Subject Matter Experts and agencies
with the training and capacity to do #3.
Calendar of events:
● Tuesday, January 8 at 6:30 p.m.
○ Ask About Human Trafficking
○ Do good roseville
○ RCL – Roseville
○ The popular “Ask” series, presented in partnership with Do Good Roseville, focuses in

January on human trafficking. A panel of survivors and experts will answer your
questions about this public health crisis and how you can help. By using personal
stories on a diversity of life experiences, this series aims to create dialogue, promote
understanding and forge a stronger community. Funding for this program series is
provided by the Friends of the Ramsey County Libraries.
●
●
●

January 11th - Wear blue day
○ wear blue on National Human Trafficking Awareness Day
January 13th - Ted Talk
○ https://www.ted.com/talks/nikki_clifton_3_ways_businesses_can_fight_sex_trafficking

Thursday, January 17 at 6:30 p.m.
○ Human Trafficking: What It Looks Like in Roseville and What You Can Do
○ RCL – Roseville
○ Join the city of Roseville and the Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission for an informational presentation on human trafficking in Roseville.

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: November 14, 2018

ITEM: 7d.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Overview of IAP2 and Update on Engagement Survey

Background
The Commission developed a survey that was sent to City of Roseville staff regarding current
and past outreach and engagement practices, procedures, outcomes and desired outcomes.
Attached are the responses from each department.
Prior to evaluating the survey responses, staff felt it would be beneficial to give an overview of
some of the foundational aspects of public participation from the International Association of
Public Participation (IAP2). Although there are many different concepts or methods that can be
used for public participation, they tend to have aspects in common. It would be good for
commissioners to have a basic foundational understanding of some of the best practices and
techniques for engagement prior to evaluating the Department responses to the survey.
Recommendation
Topics for tonight’s discussion are:


Review and discuss survey responses



Identify potential questions/topics for follow-up survey



Discuss which staff members or departments (or criteria) they would like to interview



Identify who will conduct follow up interviews

Attachments:
A. Survey Responses
B. Planning for Effective Public Participation
C. Arlington, Virginia Public Engagement Guide

1

Rebecca Olson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Monday, September 17, 2018 10:34 AM
Rebecca Olson
Online Form Submittal: Roseville City Staff/Department Survey

Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Answer boxes below may contain unlimited characters

1. Department Name

Administration

2. Why do you interact
with the community? (are
there specific reasons,
initiatives, topics, issues,
statutes) – Please select
all that apply.

a. It’s required by our mission or charter, b. We’ve been
directed by the City Council, c. In order to gather data about
the community, d. To inform community members of topics or
issues, e. To build relationships with community members

Other

Field not completed.

3. How would your
department define
community engagement
as it relates to the work
you do?

It's a vital part of our responsibility. Community engagement
covers a full range of participation. It can be as simple as
voting, attending a community event, reading the newsletter or
following us on social media to volunteering, serving on a
commission or other efforts to be involved in the community.
Community engagement waxes and wanes as a person has
time in their lives. We offer many opportunities for residents
forget involved.

4. What engagement
strategies does your
department use? (i.e.
events, social media,
workshops, open houses,
mailings, etc)

Social media, traditional media, website, newsletters,
announcements, posters, flyers, news releases, YouTube,
cable television, one on one meetings, community meetings,
mailings

5. What is the
demographic profile of
the groups you typically
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

Generally white, older (which reflects Roseville's population).

6. What is the
demographic profile of
groups you wish to

Obviously we would like to engage all residents but our efforts
vary depending on the topic we are communicating.
Communications may target a specific area in the community
or a specific group, depending on topic - (parents with school
1

engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

age kids, for example). We would like to more engagement
with younger residents and people of color in our volunteer
activities. We want to engage renters in community decisions.

7. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
went as planned. Describe
the initiative(s), who
participated, what were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?

Imagine Roseville events. The city held several community
discussions that were well attended. We reached many of the
same residents but also had many new faces attend. The goals
included frank and honest discussions about community,
policing and race. We held five discussions and received very
positive feedback from participants.

8. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
DID NOT go as planned.
Describe the initiative(s).
Who participated and
who was your intended
audience? What were the
goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort? Why
do you feel you didn’t
meet the intended goals
or outcomes?

Roseville University - We held several "Roseville U" sessions,
starting strong with 30 participants in the 8 week course in the
fall of 2008. The city alternated sessions in the spring and fall.
Based on feedback we offered one session during the day, but
no one signed up. Although the first few years had quite a few
participants, each year the numbers dropped off. Almost all
participants were older, often retirees. We had very few people
of color or younger participants even though we did some
targeted outreach. all things considered, we were responding
to residents wanting to learn more about city governance, and
don't know whether the drop off or lack of participation was due
to lack of outreach, interest, time commitment, family
obligations or other factors.

9. Are there specific areas
where you would like
guidance to improve
future outreach and
engagement efforts?

Reaching renters or parents, and target specific groups, as
needed. it is our understanding that there are pockets of
Somali, Karen, Bhutani and Nepali families/refugees but do
know the numbers.

10. Are there community
engagement best practices
or resources that you
would like to make sure
the HRIEC is aware of?

Reaching more with less. Targeting specific groups

11. Are there new
initiatives that you think
should be considered by
the City?

Field not completed.

12. The HRIEC plans to
develop a strategy for
building relationships
with community members
from a variety of

Field not completed.
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backgrounds. Are there
community leaders or
active members we
should include in our
contact list? Please
provide their name(s),
contact information, and
how they were involved.
Attachments

Field not completed.

Thank you!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Rebecca Olson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:17 PM
Rebecca Olson
Online Form Submittal: Roseville City Staff/Department Survey

Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Answer boxes below may contain unlimited characters

1. Department Name

Community Development Department

2. Why do you interact
with the community? (are
there specific reasons,
initiatives, topics, issues,
statutes) – Please select
all that apply.

a. It’s required by our mission or charter, b. We’ve been
directed by the City Council, c. In order to gather data about
the community, d. To inform community members of topics or
issues, e. To build relationships with community members

Other

Field not completed.

3. How would your
department define
community engagement
as it relates to the work
you do?

Community engagement was an integral part of the 2040
Comprehensive Plan process. The department hired
engagement consultants to offer a wide range of ways to get
involved. It included open houses, mailings, public hearings,
and monthly trips to the Planning Commission.

4. What engagement
strategies does your
department use? (i.e.
events, social media,
workshops, open houses,
mailings, etc)

We do information meetings, open houses, online surveys,
physical surveys, mailings, and use social media to get the
word out on public hearings or interesting topics. We also have
a Planning Commission distribution list that sends information
out to those that subscribe. We send out an e-news on
economic development initiatives every other month.

5. What is the
demographic profile of
the groups you typically
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

The demographic that typically engages in our processes are
white homeowners with higher educational attainment

6. What is the
demographic profile of
groups you wish to
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

We would like to hear more input from families, new
Americans, and our rental population.
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7. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
went as planned. Describe
the initiative(s), who
participated, what were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?

The kick-off event for the comprehensive plan resulted in 70-80
participants, however, we notified the entire city including
renters at a significant expense. Those that came were very
engaged.

8. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
DID NOT go as planned.
Describe the initiative(s).
Who participated and
who was your intended
audience? What were the
goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort? Why
do you feel you didn’t
meet the intended goals
or outcomes?

We held area specific open houses for the comprehensive
plan...there were several locations where we had no one
attend.

9. Are there specific areas
where you would like
guidance to improve
future outreach and
engagement efforts?

Outreach or engagement with our changing demographic will
continue to be a struggle. The Karen population were living in
Southeast Roseville over the recent years. Many Karen
families have now moved to St. Paul and Bhutanese families
are emerging. It is hard to tailor language/culturally specific
information with the changing demographic.

10. Are there community
engagement best practices
or resources that you
would like to make sure
the HRIEC is aware of?

The cost of engagement needs to be communicated.

11. Are there new
initiatives that you think
should be considered by
the City?

not at this time.

12. The HRIEC plans to
develop a strategy for
building relationships
with community members
from a variety of
backgrounds. Are there
community leaders or
active members we

KOM, International Institute, Rice St. Gardens
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should include in our
contact list? Please
provide their name(s),
contact information, and
how they were involved.
Attachments

Field not completed.

Thank you!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Rebecca Olson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Friday, September 14, 2018 7:58 AM
Rebecca Olson
Online Form Submittal: Roseville City Staff/Department Survey

Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Answer boxes below may contain unlimited characters

1. Department Name

Finance

2. Why do you interact
with the community? (are
there specific reasons,
initiatives, topics, issues,
statutes) – Please select
all that apply.

f. Other: Please specify

Other

We interact with the community because it is critical to the
successful delivery of programs and services that residents
and customers have come to expect.

3. How would your
department define
community engagement
as it relates to the work
you do?

Within the Finance Department, the type of community
engagement we perform can perhaps be placed in two
categories; interactive, and passive. Interactive, or first-person
engagement is generally limited to three distinct services
including: 1) Providing property owners their quarterly utility bill.
2) Providing various business licenses 3) Providing motor
vehicle & driver’s license-related services on behalf of the State
of Minnesota; and passport acceptance services on behalf of
the U.S. State Department We also perform more passive
engagement involving the broad dissemination of information
such as budget-related information, annual financial reporting,
etc.

4. What engagement
strategies does your
department use? (i.e.
events, social media,
workshops, open houses,
mailings, etc)

Much of our interactive community engagements involves
direct mailings/email including utility bills and business license
applications. The website is also used regularly to conduct
commerce. We also utilize the City website, newsletter and
social media outlets to distribute information.

5. What is the
demographic profile of
the groups you typically

We’re actively engaged in every demographic group with the
exception of individuals that are too young to obtain a driver’s
license or passport. If you own (or in some cases, rent)
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engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

property, operate a locally-regulated business, drive a car, or
travel outside the country then there’s a pretty good chance
that we’re directly interacting with you.

6. What is the
demographic profile of
groups you wish to
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

Not applicable.

7. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
went as planned. Describe
the initiative(s), who
participated, what were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?

A couple of years ago we conducted a customer survey at the
License Center to better gauge where our customers were
coming from and whether we were meeting their needs. The
survey was conducted by License Center Staff and we gained
some valuable insight on enhancing the customer experience.

8. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
DID NOT go as planned.
Describe the initiative(s).
Who participated and
who was your intended
audience? What were the
goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort? Why
do you feel you didn’t
meet the intended goals
or outcomes?

It took place many years ago, but we scheduled a series of
town hall-type meetings to solicit community input on our
budget and spending priorities. The intent was to make it easier
for residents and stakeholders to voice their opinions. The City
Council and Department Heads were in attendance.
Unfortunately, the meetings were poorly attended despite
advanced public notification through a number of avenues.
Based on decades of observing community participation, one
might conclude that most individuals don’t engage at the local
level unless they’re particularly passionate about the topic at
hand, or they’re personally impacted in a substantive manner.
Discussions on the budget rarely reach these thresholds.

9. Are there specific areas
where you would like
guidance to improve
future outreach and
engagement efforts?

Field not completed.

10. Are there community
engagement best practices
or resources that you
would like to make sure
the HRIEC is aware of?

Field not completed.

11. Are there new
initiatives that you think
should be considered by
the City?

I would like to see an assessment of WHY the community
chooses to engage and WHY NOT, before we embark on
developing community engagement strategies.
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12. The HRIEC plans to
develop a strategy for
building relationships
with community members
from a variety of
backgrounds. Are there
community leaders or
active members we
should include in our
contact list? Please
provide their name(s),
contact information, and
how they were involved.

Field not completed.

Attachments

Field not completed.

Thank you!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
Rebecca Olson
Online Form Submittal: Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Monday, September 10, 2018 8:04:45 AM

Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Answer boxes below may contain unlimited characters

1. Department Name

Fire Department

2. Why do you interact
with the community?
(are there specific
reasons, initiatives,
topics, issues, statutes)
– Please select all that
apply.

c. In order to gather data about the community, d. To inform
community members of topics or issues, e. To build relationships
with community members, f. Other: Please specify

Other

We believe it to be very important to interact with the community
often and on a verity of topics.

3. How would your
department define
community
engagement as it
relates to the work you
do?

The Fire Department would define community engagement as
the opportunity teach, inform, listen, and humanize the duties of
the department in a non-emergency atmosphere.

4. What engagement
strategies does your
department use? (i.e.
events, social media,
workshops, open
houses, mailings, etc)

The Fire Department utilizes all sorts of strategies to connect
with the community. We utilize all the areas you describe, and
below is an example of our outreach programs. 1. Fridays with
Firefighters- Community fire education focused on children. Held
six times throughout the summer months. 2. Annual Fire
Department Open House- Opportunity for the public to visit the
fire station, interact with firefighters, learn about firefighting, and
fire safety. 3. School Tours- The Fire Department provides in
excess of 25 annual tours of the fire stations for school groups
throughout the year. 4. School Visits- the Fire Department visits
most of the elementary schools during Fire Prevention week
each October. 5. Library Reading- The Fire department regularly
participated in the reading to children program at Roseville Area
public library. 6. Blood Pressure clinics- the Fire department
hosts several clinics throughout the community annually to
seniors, businesses, and community groups, providing free blood
pressure checks. 7. Walk-in Blood Checks- The Fire Department
provides walk-in blood pressure checks on a daily basis to the
community. We provide an estimated 250 annually. 8.
Community Wellness Events- The Fire Department attends
several health wellness events throughout the year, focused on

schools, and community groups. 9. Medical Standby for youth
sports- The Fire Department provides medical standby for
sporting events throughout the city for many youth sports, as well
as events at the Oval. 10. The Fire Department is active in
support of the annual Susan B Colman breast cancer walk. 11.
The Fire Department hosts on-site “lemonade stands” in the
Southeast part of the community, as part of its community
outreach programs. 12. The Fire Department attends new
business open houses to help support and welcome new
businesses into the community. 13. The Fire Department
provides fire safety and fire extinguisher training to business, and
their employees. 14. The Fire Department provides free smoke
detector and batteries for elderly and disabled residents
throughout the community. 15. The Fire Department will assist
digging out fire hydrants for elderly and disabled. 16. The Fire
Department hosts a Fire Explorers program for community youth.
17. The Fire Department attends more than 150 community block
parties annually. 18. The Fire Department participates in Annual
Night to unite and Family night out. 19. The Fire Department
attends community children birthday parties throughout the year.
20. The Fire Department assisted with after school soccer with
the kids program through the school district. 21. The Fire
Department is active in Social Media engagement 22. The Fire
Department provides “free” CPR training to the community. 23.
The Fire Department has a program to teach every sophomore
student at Roseville Areas High school. 24. The Fire Department
provides Animal rescue, ducks, cats, dogs, deer, etc. 25. The
Fire Department hosts an EMT student ride-a-long program for
area high school students. 26. The Fire Department assists in
teaching drivers education at Roseville Area High School. 27.
The Fire Department teaches emergency medical training, and
CPR to Roseville Area teachers and nursing staff.

5. What is the
demographic profile of
the groups you typically
engage? (i.e. age,
race, gender,
education, etc)

All the above.

6. What is the
demographic profile of
groups you wish to
engage? (i.e. age,
race, gender,
education, etc)

We strive to connect with all demographic groups.

7. Please describe an
engagement initiative
that went as planned.

Our Friday’s with Firefighters is one of our best success stories.
We started the program in 2015 and have done it each summer
for the past four years. We provide fire safety information for

Describe the
initiative(s), who
participated, what were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?

children and their parents at the fire station on Fridays from
10am to noon on Fridays throughout the summer. The program
attracts about 2000 participants over the weeks offered.

8. Please describe an
engagement initiative
that DID NOT go as
planned. Describe the
initiative(s). Who
participated and who
was your intended
audience? What were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?
Why do you feel you
didn’t meet the
intended goals or
outcomes?

One of the recent challenges we are having with an engagement
program is our Fire Department Phase II community outreach
series. The goal was to connect with as many residents as
possible to inform them of the need for additional firefighters and
the plans that will be coming before the City Council in 2019. We
scheduled several opportunities for the community to attend
meetings at community park buildings, and at the fire station. We
have had very limited success, and very low turnout for the
events. We feel we have had limited success in this arm of our
outreach due to the fact most residents already understand the
need for public safety and support the direction, and need so
they don’t have any concerns with the plan so are not showing
up.

9. Are there specific
areas where you would
like guidance to
improve future
outreach and
engagement efforts?

The Fire Department met with the HRIEC earlier this year to
provide information and seek direction on our Phase II program.
We felt that was very beneficial and have implemented several of
the suggestions.

10. Are there
community
engagement best
practices or resources
that you would like to
make sure the HRIEC
is aware of?

Public safety communications are complicated but nothing as far
as best practices that I can think of.

11. Are there new
initiatives that you think
should be considered
by the City?

Nothing that we can think of at this time.

12. The HRIEC plans
to develop a strategy
for building
relationships with
community members

We interact with many people and groups so no one person
comes to mind.

from a variety of
backgrounds. Are there
community leaders or
active members we
should include in our
contact list? Please
provide their name(s),
contact information,
and how they were
involved.
Attachments

Field not completed.

Thank you!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

Rebecca Olson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Friday, September 14, 2018 4:04 PM
Rebecca Olson
Online Form Submittal: Roseville City Staff/Department Survey

Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Answer boxes below may contain unlimited characters

1. Department Name

Police Department

2. Why do you interact
with the community? (are
there specific reasons,
initiatives, topics, issues,
statutes) – Please select
all that apply.

d. To inform community members of topics or issues, e. To
build relationships with community members

Other

Field not completed.

3. How would your
department define
community engagement
as it relates to the work
you do?

Working with the community to solve problems, make it a better
community every day

4. What engagement
strategies does your
department use? (i.e.
events, social media,
workshops, open houses,
mailings, etc)

Multiple daily personal interactions with community, Twitter,
Facebook, Snapchat, Monthly Summaries, bi-weekly
newsletters, weekly communications with local media, etc

5. What is the
demographic profile of
the groups you typically
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

All the above, we do struggle with getting under 35 year olds to
our events- hosted at city hall or other locations

6. What is the
demographic profile of
groups you wish to
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

All the above, we do struggle with getting under 35 year olds to
our events- hosted at city hall or other locations
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7. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
went as planned. Describe
the initiative(s), who
participated, what were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?

Family Night Out- hundreds of people attended, the most
racially diverse group in history of the event, The goal was to
positively interact with the community and it was met
successfully.

8. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
DID NOT go as planned.
Describe the initiative(s).
Who participated and
who was your intended
audience? What were the
goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort? Why
do you feel you didn’t
meet the intended goals
or outcomes?

Evening "Coffee with a Cop" event= only two community
members attended. Not as many coffee drinkers in the
evening, people are busy in the evening

9. Are there specific areas
where you would like
guidance to improve
future outreach and
engagement efforts?

Getting under 35 year olds and multi-family residents to attend
in-person events on city hall campus or in the community=
same problem.

10. Are there community
engagement best practices
or resources that you
would like to make sure
the HRIEC is aware of?

Nothing comes to mind

11. Are there new
initiatives that you think
should be considered by
the City?

Nothing comes to mind

12. The HRIEC plans to
develop a strategy for
building relationships
with community members
from a variety of
backgrounds. Are there
community leaders or
active members we
should include in our
contact list? Please

Neighborhood Block Watch Captains- State statutes apply so
the Police Department would need to forward the information;
Do Good Roseville; houses of faith in Roseville;
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provide their name(s),
contact information, and
how they were involved.
Attachments

Field not completed.

Thank you!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Rebecca Olson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Friday, September 28, 2018 1:27 PM
Rebecca Olson
Online Form Submittal: Roseville City Staff/Department Survey

Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Answer boxes below may contain unlimited characters

1. Department Name

Parks and Recreation

2. Why do you interact
with the community? (are
there specific reasons,
initiatives, topics, issues,
statutes) – Please select
all that apply.

f. Other: Please specify

Other

All of the above. Additionally and importantly: - To listen to the
Community and gain an understanding of their desired
direction. - To further the Mission of the City. - To get people
involved in their Government.

3. How would your
department define
community engagement
as it relates to the work
you do?

Community engagement in parks and recreation is the act of
connecting with and listening to the community and stakeholder
to build genuine and sustainable relationships and understand
their needs and desires to ensure that we are effectively
communicating and fulfilling our departmental and city mission.

4. What engagement
strategies does your
department use? (i.e.
events, social media,
workshops, open houses,
mailings, etc)

• Events • Relationship Building • Community Meetings •
Targeted Programmed Engagement: Utilizing specific
programming to draw out community member who may be
underrepresented in other means. • Social Media • Direct
Mailing • Website • One on One Meetings • Door to door – face
to face • Collaborative efforts • Follow through: ensure that
people understand that their engagement yields results.

5. What is the
demographic profile of
the groups you typically
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

I would hesitate to generalize a demographic profile for groups
that we usually engage, as I am not sure that there is one or
two homogenous groups that we engage on a regular basis.
Instead, our wide variety of engagement methods generally
yield a diverse, though not necessarily representative, group of
engaged citizens. We engage all demographics of the
community, depending on topic and effort.
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6. What is the
demographic profile of
groups you wish to
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

Given the broad cross-section of subjects that we are engaging
the community on, it is difficult to narrow the groups that we
wish to engage into one demographic profile. Specific projects,
goals and objectives would require engaging with different
groups with different demographic profiles. In general, our goal
would be for our overall engagement program (as opposed to
specific initiatives) to yield a pool of engaged citizens that is
representative of Roseville as a whole. We wish to engage in
all demographics of the community on all topics and efforts.

7. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
went as planned. Describe
the initiative(s), who
participated, what were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?

Perhaps our most successful recent engagement activity was
engaging the residents of the Marion and Britany apartments to
solicit input on the new park being built in that location. That
population is largely non-English speaking and “traditional”
engagement strategies such as community meetings at city hall
have failed to yield much engagement from this neighborhood.
In an effort to collect input on the proposed park, we utilized a
tailored approach to engagement. Specifically, beginning in
summer 2016 we created a playground program in that area to
develop relationships between Parks and Recreation Staff and
residents of that neighborhood (it should be noted that
engagement was only one of the objectives of this program).
Park staff solicited feedback from the children in the program,
but also encouraged children in the program to solicit their
friends and family for subsequent engagement opportunities.
What was to be communicated was brought to the area
through on-site draws such as popsicles in the park and doorto-door engagement. This created a listening environment. All
engagement opportunities focused heavily on pictures and
action as opposed to a more traditional meeting with a formal
presentation. It should be noted that this engagement process
was very effective for this specific neighborhood, but a tailored
approach like the one used at Marion Street does require a
significant amount of resources (staff time and financial).

8. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
DID NOT go as planned.
Describe the initiative(s).
Who participated and
who was your intended
audience? What were the
goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort? Why
do you feel you didn’t
meet the intended goals
or outcomes?

We learned a tremendous amount with the update of the Parks
and Recreation System Master Plan. Specifically, when it first
began, we were not getting the turnouts at the initial and typical
invite meetings (this did not go as planned). We learned
relatively quickly and early on that we needed to go to the
residents rather than inviting them in to us. From there, we
created a “meeting in a box” and started showing up
everywhere we were welcome such as sporting events, flu shot
day, neighborhood gettogether that we were invited to to solicit
feedback on the Parks and Recreation system.
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9. Are there specific areas
where you would like
guidance to improve
future outreach and
engagement efforts?

As a department, we are always willing to learn more and
would be interested in hearing any best practices and what has
been effective in other communities. We are always interested
in new and creative ideas on how to get people involved and
listen to their feedback. It seems to keep changing with
generations and demographics. It would be good to have a
citywide living document with guidance on what engagement
vehicles recommended/acceptable for a specific result.

10. Are there community
engagement best practices
or resources that you
would like to make sure
the HRIEC is aware of?

The Parks and Recreation Department utilizes a
Communication and Engagement Plan that guides our
engagement strategy for specific initiatives. We would be
happy to provide a copy of the document upon request.

11. Are there new
initiatives that you think
should be considered by
the City?

At this time, we do not have a specific initiative to prescribe.

12. The HRIEC plans to
develop a strategy for
building relationships
with community members
from a variety of
backgrounds. Are there
community leaders or
active members we
should include in our
contact list? Please
provide their name(s),
contact information, and
how they were involved.

Field not completed.

Attachments

Field not completed.

Thank you!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Rebecca Olson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Friday, September 28, 2018 3:22 PM
Rebecca Olson
Online Form Submittal: Roseville City Staff/Department Survey

Roseville City Staff/Department Survey
Answer boxes below may contain unlimited characters

1. Department Name

Public Works

2. Why do you interact
with the community? (are
there specific reasons,
initiatives, topics, issues,
statutes) – Please select
all that apply.

a. It’s required by our mission or charter, b. We’ve been
directed by the City Council, c. In order to gather data about
the community, d. To inform community members of topics or
issues

Other

Field not completed.

3. How would your
department define
community engagement
as it relates to the work
you do?

Historically our focus on engagement was to inform the public
of projects, events, policies, etc. that could effect them. We
also need to get their input on design elements for projects. We
are working on expanding that definition and determine when
and why we need to engage the public.

4. What engagement
strategies does your
department use? (i.e.
events, social media,
workshops, open houses,
mailings, etc)

Mostly mailings. Newsletter articles. Websites. Project open
houses. Social media through the City's Twitter and Facebook
accounts.

5. What is the
demographic profile of
the groups you typically
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

We would like to think that we engage all demographics in
Roseville. But honestly we probably end up reaching educated
middle age to elderly residents of middle to upper class. Again,
we starting to think more about how to engage the
underrepresented groups in our community.

6. What is the
demographic profile of
groups you wish to
engage? (i.e. age, race,
gender, education, etc)

We should engage all races, all ages, all education levels
within the City of Roseville. There may be specific projects or
operations that we are seeking input on that may lead us to
target a specific group (parking around apartment buildings, for
example).
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7. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
went as planned. Describe
the initiative(s), who
participated, what were
the goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort?

We have had several good focused open house events. They
usually target specific homes and businesses along the project
area. One that comes to mind is the Storm Sewer Project along
South Owasso Blvd private drive. We held two or three open
house meetings and had very good representation from all of
the residents. We also met several of them independently.
Thanks to that engagement, we were able to design a project
that addressed their concerns and helped address a direct
discharge of stormwater into Lake Owasso. The residents,
mostly, were happy to pay the assessments associated with
the project.

8. Please describe an
engagement initiative that
DID NOT go as planned.
Describe the initiative(s).
Who participated and
who was your intended
audience? What were the
goals or preferred
outcomes of the
engagement effort? Why
do you feel you didn’t
meet the intended goals
or outcomes?

I am somewhat disappointed in the amount of engagement and
input we received with the transportation plan and pathway
master plan efforts. We did have several public meetings, both
independent and affiliated with other meetings related to the
overal Comprehensive Plan but really didn't receive a lot of
input. We did get some. And some of that was very good. But it
would have been nice to try to target some of the bike users in
the City, more transit users, etc.

9. Are there specific areas
where you would like
guidance to improve
future outreach and
engagement efforts?

A defined framework of levels of engagement for various types
of efforts (projects, issues, studies, etc). Also, help with
language and technology barriers.

10. Are there community
engagement best practices
or resources that you
would like to make sure
the HRIEC is aware of?

Not from this department

11. Are there new
initiatives that you think
should be considered by
the City?

Field not completed.

12. The HRIEC plans to
develop a strategy for
building relationships
with community members
from a variety of
backgrounds. Are there

Field not completed.
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community leaders or
active members we
should include in our
contact list? Please
provide their name(s),
contact information, and
how they were involved.
Attachments

Field not completed.

Thank you!
Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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2018

Planning for Effective
Public Participation

Clearly Define the Project or Decision to be
Made

Building Block for Public Participation
Public Participation is oriented twoard making decisions. Before embarking on a Public Participation Plan or
Community Engagement effort, you must first clearly define the project or decision to be made.. A clear statement of
the problem to be solved, the opportunity to be explored or the decision to be made is needed before developing a
plan.
• What is the decision to be made?
If no tangible outcome or decision is anticipated, public participation is not advised.

•

Can the public contribute to the decision?
If the decision maker intends to incorporate the public’s input into a decision, public
participation is appropriate. However, if input from the public cannot influence the decision or
will not be used by the decision makers, it is not appropriate to implement public participation
activities.

•

If so, what is the public’s role in the decision making?
If the public can contribute to the decision, its role might range from limited to expansive.

Clarity on the decision to be made is the basic building block for agreement on a process
and one of the attributes of a successful outcome.

Step 1: Gain Internal
Commitment

Step 2: Learn from the Public

Step 3: Define Level of
Participation

Step 4: Define Decision Process &
P2 Objectives

Step 5: Design Public Participation
& Communication Plan

Step 6: Evaluate

Step

Action

1

Gain Internal Commitment

2

Learn from the Public

3

4

5

Define level of Participation

Define Decision Process & P2
Objectives

Design Public Participation &
Communication Plan

Tasks
1. Identify decision makers
2. Identify purpose of engagement
/ scope of decision
3. Define Public’s role in
decision/assess City’s
expectations
4. Identify preliminary
stakeholders & issues
1. Impact analysis of stakeholders
& potential issues
2. Develop a comprehensive list of
stakeholders & categorize
(primary, secondary, etc.)
3. Correlate stakeholders & issues
4. Review/redefine statement of
purpose or problem to solve
1. Assess public & internal
expectations
2. Select level of participation
(inform, consult, involve,
collaborate, empower)
3. Assess readiness of organization
1. Understand decision process
(timelines, etc.)
2. Set public participation &
communication objectives for
each step
3. Develop strategic
communication plan
1. Create plan
2. Integrate stakeholder data into
plan
3. Identify timing/resources
4. Evaluate

Step 1: Gain Internal Commitment
Step 1:
Gain Internal
Commitment

Step 2: Learn from the
Public

Identify the Decision Maker
Step 1: Proposal – what is the decision under consideration?
What are the desired results/outcomes?
•
•

Are there different decision makers at different points in the process?
How does the decision maker hope to be involved?

Identify Purpose of Engagement / Scope of Decision
Step 3:
Define Level of
Participation

Step 4:
Define Decision Process &
P2 Objectives

Step 5:
Design Public Participation
& Communication Plan

●
●
●
●

Why are we seeking engagement on this project?
What is the decision we are making?
What is the desired outcome?
What are the known constraints of the decision?

Define Public’s Role in the Decision / Assess the City’s
Expectations
● What level of participation is the City expecting?
● How can the public affect the decision?
● What commitment is the City willing to make regarding how the public can
affect the decision?
● What do we hope to achieve by involving the public in the decision
making process?

Identify Preliminary Stakeholders & Issues
● Who are the stakeholders the City expects to participate?
● Who will be affected by the decision?
● Are there specific stakeholder groups the city already has established
relationships?
● What are potential issues that may affect these stakeholders?
● What do we understand to be the primary issues for these stakeholders?
● Who else might need to be involved?

Step 2: Stakeholder Development
Step 1:
Gain Internal Commitment

Step 2: Learn from the
Public

Step 3:
Define Level of
Participation

Step 4:
Define Decision Process &
P2 Objectives

Step 5:
Design Public Participation
& Communication Plan

Step 2: Data – What does the data tell us?
Understand How People Perceive the Decision (Impact
& Stakeholder Analysis)
●
●
●
●
●

What do the stakeholders care about?
How will the potential decision affect them?
What will motivate them to participate?
What level of influence do they want over the decision?
What issues will be most controversial?

Develop a Comprehensive List of Stakeholders &
Categorize
● Who are the key stakeholders, who are those indirectly
affected, and who are those who are not affected but might
have influence on the decision?
● Begin to meet informally with stakeholders to develop list of
issues & ask them to identify other stakeholders.
● Establish what they know about the decision to be made.

Correlate Stakeholders & Issues
● List each issue and identify the level of impact the decision will
likely have (None, Low, Moderate, High, Unknown)
● List potential stakeholders for each issue
● Rate the level of concern for each issue
● Identify any geographic boundaries of stakeholders

Review/Redefine statement of purpose or problem to
solve
● Does the city’s statement of problem and decision mirror the
stakeholder’s identification of problem/decision?
● Review with decision maker any disparity of problem/decision

Step 3: Define Level of Participation

Step 1:
Gain Internal Commitment

Step 3: Community Engagement – How have
communities been engaged? Are there
opportunities to expand engagement?
Assess Public & City Expectations

Step 2: Learn from the
Public

Step 3:
Define Level of
Participation

Step 4:
Define Decision Process &
P2 Objectives

● Assess the public’s expectation for participation
● Assess the City’s receptiveness to obtaining public input
and resource level available.
● Review public & City’s expectations and how that aligns to
the Spectrum of Participation

Select level of participation
● Using IAP2’s Spectrum of Public Participation
o Inform
o Consult
o Involve
o Collaborate
o Empower

Assess Readiness of Organization
Step 5:
Design Public Participation
& Communication Plan

● Are there constraints around the decision that need to be
understood?
● What will “success” look like?
● Are there conflicting or competing priorities?
● Will the City commit the necessary resources & time?
● Does the City have the necessary tools/training to
implement the level of participation?

Step 4: Public Participation & Communication Objectives

Step 1:
Gain Internal Commitment

Step 2: Learn from the
Public

Step 3:
Define Level of
Participation

Step 4:
Define Decision Process &
P2 Objectives

Step 5:
Design Public Participation
& Communication Plan

Understand the decision process
● Create a clear outline of the decision process including the
actions, steps, timelines, participants, decision makers,
and responsibilities involved.
● Identify steps in the decision process and define what the
public needs for effective participation at each level.
● Clearly state what we intend to accomplish as a result of
involving the public at each step to ensure we are
obtaining useful input and delivering it decision makers at
the correct stage.

Step 4: Analysis & Strategies – Who will benefit/be
burdened? What are strategies for advancing racial equity or
mitigating unintended consequences?
Set Public Participation & Communication Objectives
for each step (statement of intention)

Participation objectives are developed at each step of the decision
making process. They inform the techniques we choose and form
the basis for evaluation.
● What is the participation process to trying to achieve?
● What do the decision makers hope to gain from engaging
stakeholders?
● What does the public expect or need from engagement?
● Objectives should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant, Time Sensitive (SMART).

Step 5: Implementation – What is the plan for
implementation?

Integrate P2 Objectives into Decision Making Process
● If decision-making process has already started, how far is it
into it and how can the public be brought up to speed?
● Is there enough time available to conduct the activities
necessary to achieve the P2 objectives?
● Be clear with the public about what steps in the decisionmaking process have already been conducted.

Step 5: Design Public Participation Plan

Step 1:
Gain Internal Commitment

Step 2: Learn from the
Public

Step 3:
Define Level of
Participation

Step 4:
Define Decision Process &
P2 Objectives

Step 5:
Design Public Participation

Create Plan & Integrate stakeholder data
● Determine plan document – it can be simple or complex
depending on nature of project, needs of public,
requirements of decision makers and experience of staff
● Integrate data from Steps 1-4 into plan
● Identify techniques that support the public participation
objectives and match the communication format. (Revisit
Orbits of Participation)

Identify timing and resources
● Create a timeline for the decision making process as well
as the public participation activities. Are there any legal,
legislative, or budgetary deadlines?
● Are there any lead times involved that are necessary?
(hiring consultants, training, gathering information?)
● How much time will the public require to respond?
● What resources are available for public participation?
What are the expected costs and what funding is
available?
● What staff members will be needed at each step?
● Consider operational details (facilities, exhibits, catering,
AV needs). Consider media and social media details
(outlets, deadlines, contacts, formats). Consider comment
management and analysis

Evaluate
● Process & tools used, program design, stakeholder
evaluation.

Sample Decision Process

Define the
problem/opportunity
and decision to be made

Gather Information

Establish decision
criteria

Develop alternatives

Evaluate alternatives

Make decision

Clear comparison of
alternatives

Clear understanding of
who makes decision &
how issues were
considered

Sample Public Needs

Clear understanding of
scope of decision

Full range of objective
information about issue

Clear understanding of
criteria used to evaluate
alternatives

Balanced alternatives
that include stakeholder
isuues & concerns

Orbits of Participation
Unsurprised
Apathetics

Observers
Reviewers
Advisors

Planners
Deciders
Issue

Spectrum of Public Participation
A framework that explains the different levels of engagement at which organizations can
engage their stakeholders/communities. The further to the right on the Spectrum, the greater
the influence the community has to influence decision-making. At each level a different
promise to the community applies – a promise that decision-makers can be held accountable
to. Each level requires a different type of interaction.
●

The Inform level simply provides information throughout a process about work being
undertaken by an internal or expert team leading up to a decision being made. The promise is
simply about keeping people informed – some would say it is about helping people to
understand. No input or feedback is sought from the community of interest.

●

The Consult level is about putting forward options or a proposal for which feedback is
sought. The promise is to listen to the community of interest’s feedback, to carefully
consider, then make decisions and finally explain how this feedback has been taken into
account.

●

The Involve level invites input and ideas from the community to help develop
options/potential solutions. The community participates earlier in the process than for the
consult level. The community is part of developing solutions, not merely commenting about
plans or solutions being proposed by an organization. Ultimately the organization will still
make decisions, but they promise that the decisions will be informed by ideas and input.

●

The Collaborate level is a significant jump. It’s about partnering and sharing power – to the
maximum extent possible (a phrase that has been used, confused and misused). It takes more
time and effort. A range of stakeholders/community members work together with the
sponsoring organization to define the scope of the decision to be made, to develop options,
to assess those options against agreed criteria in an attempt to arrive at consensus. Although
more time consuming and expensive it is the shortest route to an implementable solution for
highly complex/controversial decisions.

●

The Empower level is essentially delegated decision-making. It is where an organization
promises to do whatever the ‘community of interest’ decides.

Techniques for Public Participation
Where you are at on the spectrum can influence techniques and applications. Different
techniques will be most useful at different points in the decision making process.
Formats for Public Participation include:
● Share information
● Collect & Compile information
● Bring people together
A number of factors have to be considered in
selecting the appropriate technique. These can
include:
● Who is the decision maker?
● What level on the spectrum are we?
● What promise has been made to the public?
● What is the objective that we are aiming to
achieve by this technique?
● The number and types of stakeholders
● Timing
● Amount of preparation required.

It is not the tool or technique
we pick that matters, it’s why
we pick what we pick, how
we implement the technique
and what behavior and
attitude we model when we
do it.

● Resource availability, such as staffing, skills,
budget and venue.
Technique Selection
Step 1:

Determine where are you on the spectrum and your public participation
objectives.

Step 2:

Determine what formats best fit the objectives.
● Share information

Step 3:

● Collect & Compile information
● Bring people together
Determine which techniques might achieve your goal and objective.

Step 4:

Evaluate the techniques for their suitability.

Techniques – Sharing Information
Awareness Campaigns
Information/Educational programs
Feedback Mechanisms
● Central information contacts
● Hotlines
● Informational kiosks
● Fairs and events
● Field offices
● Information repositories (including web-based)
● Websites
● Social media & technology tools
● Briefings
● Response summaries
● Progress reports, newsletters, direct mail
● Email
Techniques – Collecting & Compiling
Individual Inquiries
Social Science research
Voting
● Comment forms
● Delphi process (Wikipedia, word- track changes)
● Panels
● Scientific surveys/questionnaires
● Interviews

Techniques – Bringing people together
Open Public Forums
Representative participation
Specialized processes
On-going Advisory Groups
● Public meetings/hearings
● Open houses
● Conferences
● Tours/field trips
● Revolving conversations
● E-assisted processes (keypad polling)
● Fishbowl processes
● Nominal group technique
● Workshops
● Focus groups
● Charrettes
● Focused conversations (ORID)
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About this Guide

does Arlington County have a public engagement guide?

to use this guide

Arlington County is a dynamic environment – a place where people are passionate about
their community and committed to enhancing its policies and programs. With a community
of more than 222,000 residents and an equal number of people who work here every day, our
government is constantly planning for our future and advancing hundreds of projects.
Whether we’re letting our residents know about plans to create a new park, looking for feedback
on a transportation project or new facility, or seeking input on a policy update… we want to
hear from our community. This guide is our commitment to meaningful engagement and
provides the framework for successful engagement. It provides a range of techniques to engage
the community in the activities and decision-making processes of the County.

to find more

Visit
arlingtonva.us
and search
“engage”

The Engage Arlington page on the County’s website hosts an abundance of resources, including
engagement opportunities, public meeting schedules, contacts and more.
Arlington Public Schools also organizes engagement initiatives. Learn more at apsva.us/engage.
County staff can access ready-to-use templates and resources from the County’s intranet, AC
Commons. Click on the Communications & Public Engagement tab.

This is a guide to help Arlington County staff
or contractors in developing or completing
County projects. With more than 60 formal
commissions and advisory boards, residents
and business representatives also work with
the County Board and County staff as projects
and policies are developed and implemented.
This guide will help project teams determine
the appropriate level of engagement and
communication, map appropriate strategies,
and share information with stakeholders along
the way.
to use this guide
Arlington completes hundreds of projects
-- small and large -- in any given year.
Recognizing that there is no one-size-fits-all
approach, this guide is intended to help align
the level of public engagement based on
characteristics, benefits and potential impacts
of each project.
Not every project will have a 6-step
engagement process. While all County
projects are important, there will always
be some routine tasks that the County will
complete at its discretion while practicing an
efficient use of time and resources.
3

Public Engagement Values
These seven guiding values are the foundation for the County’s engagement initiatives and strategies. These are followed by guiding principles, which are the
most effective way to build trust and to demonstrate Arlington County Government’s commitment to the community.

Inclusion and mutual respect
Ensure public notice and
engagement is based on
building trust and seeking
to involve all stakeholders
and range of perspectives,
without predetermined
outcomes.

Early involvement and timely
communication
Communicate as early as
possible in the engagement
process, provide regular
updates, and ensure timely
information that supports
stakeholder participation.

Open, two-way
communication
Work with stakeholders
in a cooperative and
collaborative way to
share information and
provide opportunities for
constructive dialogue.

Transparent and accountable
Share information and
provide feedback about
how community input
was considered and/or
integrated.

Clear and accessible
communication
Use plain language
and a wide range of
tools and techniques
for communicating and
engaging with stakeholders.

Fiscally sustainable

Continuous improvement

Ensure methods and
resources for public notice
and engagement reflect the
magnitude, complexity, and
costs to the extent possible
for each initiative.

Review process and seek
better ways of engaging
the community and provide
efficient and effective public
notice and engagement
processes.

4

Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

The six-step approach for public
engagement is an easy-to-use framework
designed to help project teams articulate
the project scope, identify impacted
stakeholders, and communicate areas of
opportunity for public input.

6
5
4
3
2

1

Complete Project Closeout &
After Action Review
Conduct Analysis for
Decision Makers

Create & Implement Engagement &
Communication Strategies
Determine
Level of Engagement

Identify
Project Stakeholders
Clearly Define the Project

* These steps are a guide. As processes vary, not every engagement step may be possible.
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Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

1

Clearly Define the Project

The first step includes foundational
information for the project, including:

Project
STEP 1 Clearly Define the
ired By

Engagement Plan Sign-off Requ

• Project basics

Project Name

• Origin

Location

		

Name, location

How project was initiated and any
relationship to other County plans or
policies (include dates)

Departmental
communications
lead should sign-off
on engagement and
communication plans.
In some cases, senior
leadership may also need
to review and approve
these plans.
ip to other plans)

, major components, relationsh
Description (purpose, objectives

Origin (include dates)

• Project team		

		

Name, role, department, email

• Engagement & Communication Plan Sign-off
Identify who needs to review and
sign-off on the completed plan.
Include your communications team
and, in some cases, senior leadership.

Project Team
Name

Role

Department

Email

rtments, Arlington Public Scho

Project Partners (e.g., other depa
agencies or organizations)

ols, other

• Description

		
		

Purpose, objectives, major
components

• Project partners
		
		

• Parameters
		
		

Parameters (schedule, budget,

Other departments, Arlington Public
Schools, outside agencies, utilities
Schedule, budgets, regulatory
constraints

• Project Lifecycle (see page 7)
• Project Context (see page 8)

constraints)

Connect with
your
communications
staff early for
engagement
support
6

Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

1

Clearly Define the Project (continued)

Project Lifecycle
Determine what stages your project will
have. Engagement and communication
opportunities may occur at different points or
stages in a project’s lifecycle.
Common project stages involve:
		
		
		
		
		
		

Planning & visioning
Approval
Scoping
Funding
Design
Construction

Large, complex
projects often have
different stages
- with different
engagement levels
at those varying
stages.

STEP 1 Clearly Define the Project
Project Lifecycle Stages

Stage of Project Lifecycle

Engagement
Level
(complete at Step 3)

Engagement
Opportunity?
Y/N

Communication
Opportunity?
Y/N

There is no one-size-fits-all project cycle
for the multitude of County projects and
processes. Each will have their own stages,
opportunities and levels of engagement.
You will determine levels of engagement in
Step 3.
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Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

1

Clearly Define the Project (continued)

Project Context
Consider the context of the project using
these starter questions.

STEP 1 Clearly Define the Project
Project Context

Understanding the context of your project will
help more thoroughly identify stakeholders,
level of potential sign-off required and levels
of engagement in the next steps.

Yes

To Some
Extent

No

Notes

Does this project relate to master, sector, corridor,
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) and/or other
plans?
Have members of the public had an opportunity
to provide input into the project prior to this point
in time?
Are there are other projects in the immediate
geographic area that are important to be aware of?
This includes county, regional, state, federal and
utility projects.
Are there any potential benefits and/
or concerns for nearby residents and/or
businesses (e.g., health/safety, traffic, parking)?
Are there any greater needs
that this project fulfills?

Is there community support for this project?

Are there community concerns
and/or opposition for this project?

8

Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

2

STEP 2 Identify Project Stakeholders

Identify Project Stakeholders

Identify all community members, groups and
organizations that will be impacted by or have
an interest in your project. Consider what their
differing views and perspectives may be.
Be sure to consider the following:
• Commissions, Committees, Advisory
Groups
• Civic Associations and Neighborhoods

Other Community Members, Non-Governmental Groups, Businesses
Organization/Stakeholder

Interest/Impact/Views

Chair 		

Email

Phone

STEP 2 Identify Project Stakeholders
Commissions, Committees & Advisory Boards
Identify any commissions that may have an interest in this project and whether they would receive informational updates or possibly take action
on the project at any point. (see http://commissions.arlingtonva.us/)
Commission/Advisory Board

Interest/Impact/Views

Chair

		

Email

Phone

• Condo/rental units and associations
• Adjacent neighbors
• Under-represented communities
• Other Community Members, NonGovernmental Groups, Businesses
• Impacted or interested community
members who may not be in the
immediate impact area
• Non-governmental groups or NGOs

Civic Associations and Neighborhoods
Stakeholder

Interest/Impact/Views

Point of Contact

Email		

Phone

• Businesses, employers, employees,
business improvement districts (BIDs)
• School and parent groups, local
churches, religious group facilities
Who will be
affected by the
project and the
decisions
made?
9

Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

3

Determine Level of Engagement

There are four levels of engagement for County projects: Communicate, Consult, Involve and Collaborate*. The following indicators will help decide the
appropriate engagement level for a project. More checks in a particular category, generally indicates that is the appropriate engagement level. If there’s a
tie, use the higher engagement level. It will be important to use both these indicators and the framework on page 11 to deteremine levels of engagement.
Indicators for Engagement Level
Project would not interrupt service and/or traffic for an extended period of time (typically < one month)

Communicate

Residents and/or businesses would not be disrupted for an extended period (typically < 6 months)
Project is a direct replacement of infrastructure, materials or other in the same location

Communicate &

Consult

Indicators for Engagement Level
Project addresses a public health and/or safety concern
Project would not cause loss of or significant** change to facility, program or service to community
Project changes may be triggered by legislative, regulatory or policy requirements.
Indicators for Engagement Level
Project included in approved County Plan (e.g., Master, Sector, Corridor, CIP)
Project would fundamentally change the size, capacity, and/or intensity of use of space, roadway, etc.

Communicate, Consult &

Involve

Project would cause loss of or significant** change to a facility/program/service for broader Arlington
Project could have significant** impacts on nearby residents and/or businesses (e.g., health/safety, traffic,
parking, loss of mature trees, adverse construction impacts)
Strong community interest (support, concern, differing views, opposition) anticipated for project
Indicators for Engagement Level

Communicate,
Consult, Involve &

Collaborate

Project not a capital maintenance or operations project
Multiple commissions and/or advisory boards would typically provide input on this type of project
Project did not originate from a previously approved County Plan (e.g., Master, Sector, Corridor, CIP)
County Board/County Manager has provided high-level direction (e.g., construction of public buildings, studies)

* Levels of engagement are adapted from the IAP2 spectrum published by International Association of Public Participation; see www.iap2.org.
** Significance can be assessed, in part, by answering context questions in Step 1.
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Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

3

Determine Level of Engagement (continued)

While the extent of engagement increases each step from Communicate to Collaborate, the number of projects inversely decreases, with the highest
number of County projects falling into the Communicate category and the least number of projects in the Collaborate category. Large, complex projects
may have an overall engagement level, with different levels of engagement within stages.
Levels of Engagement

Communicate
Keep community informed
on project updates, changes,
regulatory constraints
and progress through the
lifecycle of the project.

Project Examples
· Turf replacement
(synthetic per 8-year
replacement cycle or
sod replacement for
grass turf fields)

Communicate &

Consult

Increasing
Keep community informed, listen to
levels of
engagement views and provide feedback
on how the input influenced the
project and/or decisions.

Communicate, Consult &

Involve

Share how concerns/views were reflected in
analyses and/or solutions and designs developed;
share how inputs influenced the final decision or
project.

Communicate, Consult, Involve &

Collaborate

Seek community input in partnership with stakeholders.

· Trail or parking
lot milling and
repaving
· Restroom
renovation

· Paving
· Water main
and storm
sewer line
replacement

· Facility
maintenance
impacting
operations/
programs

Emergency and Repair Work
Many routine activities do not
require an engagement plan.
Examples include:
· Water service line
maintenance
· Parks maintenance
· New LED installation
· Renovation of
·
Routine signage, including
in residential areas
capital renovations
athletic courts
replacement
· Replacement of
with amenities in
or fields
· Routine restriping
same general location
athletic lights,
· New fire hydrant
· Routine park maintenance
playground,
picnic
·
Reconfiguration
of
installation
shelter or trails
roadways
· Streetlight and signal
maintenance
· Capital maintenance · New location for · Design phases that implement
· Minor facility maintenance
athletic field lights Board-adopted plans
projects where
with no impact to programs
several amenities or synthetic field · Stream restoration
or services
may potentially conversions that · Major transit facilities
· Concrete (sidewalk, curb,
implement policy · Major reconfiguration
reorient or
gutter, ADA ramp, catch
of roadways
from Boardchange
basin) repair
adopted plans
location
· Pothole and patching
· Emergency or spot repairs
· Sector, area, corridor, park
(water, sewer or street)
master plans
· Neighborhood
· Fire hydrant repair/replace
conservation projects
· Valve exercising or repair
· New public facilities

Increasing number
of projects

* Levels of engagement are adapted from the IAP2 spectrum published by International Association of Public Participation; see www.iap2.org.
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3

Determine Level of Engagement (continued)

Strategy

Communicate
Keep community informed
on project updates,
changes, regulatory
constraints and progress
through the lifecycle of the
project.

• Early, often
and ongoing
communication

Communicate &

Consult

Keep community
informed, listen to views
and provide feedback
on how the input
influenced the project
and/or decisions.

• 1-2+ engagement
opportunities
• Typically after
concepts or options
are developed

Share how concerns/views
were reflected in analyses
and/or solutions and designs
developed; share how inputs
influenced the final decision
or project.

• 3-5+ engagement
opportunities
• Over a defined period
of time
• Typically prior to
design development

Communicate, Consult, Involve &

Collaborate

Seek community input in
partnership with stakeholders.

*

•
•
•
•
•
•

Email updates and e-newsletters
County news channels – Citizen; Insider, ATV, etc.
Neighborhood and civic association newsletters
Webpages – project-specific, topical
Social media – Facebook, Twitter, Next Door, etc.
Signage – sandwich boards, posters, flyers, door
hangers, displays
• Printed media - fact sheets, brochures
• Mailings, mail inserts, letters
•
•
•
•

Listening sessions
Public hearings
Walking tours & field visits
Listening sessions, civic association meetings,
small meetings with stakeholders
• Online feedback – comment forms, email boxes,
surveys/polls, CiviComment
* plus the strategies listed above in previous levels.

Communicate, Consult &

Involve

Examples of Potential Tools

• Use multiple
engagement
opportunities that
build on each other

•
•
•
•
•
•

Open houses
Roundtables, focus groups, workshops
Online dialogues
Input from Commissions/Advisory Groups
Interactive forums (in person and/or online)
World cafes

* plus the strategies listed above in previous levels.

• Charrettes
• Working groups
• Citizen-led engagement and partnerships
* plus the strategies listed above in previous levels.

Levels of engagement are adapted from the IAP2 spectrum published by International Association of Public Participation; see www.iap2.org.
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4

Create and Implement Engagement
& Communication Strategies

DRAFT

STEP 4 Create and Implement Engagement & Communication Strategies
Engagement Strategy

As you create your strategy:

Objective #

• Outline your public engagement goals
and the objectives for each one. Think
about the higher vision and purpose of
the engagement strategy.
• Align the appropriate tools with your
engagement objectives.
• List your target audience, necessary
resources, location and timeline details
-- and identify the lead contact for each
item.

Activity/Approach

Target Audience

Resources/Location

Timeline		

Be sure to allow
ample time for
Staff/Contact
public feedback
and meeting
notifications

STEP 4 Create and Implement Engagement & Communication Strategies
Public Engagement Goals and Objectives
• Goal: in 2-3 sentences, provide key goal for what the engagement process will yield for this project.
• Objectives: list elements for engagement opportunities and outcomes.
Public Engagement Goal

• Ensure information about the project
and related engagement opportunities
are available to stakeholders.
• Develop and use outreach messages, or
your “elevator speech”, that summarizes
the project in a few brief sentences.

Engagement Objective 1

Engagement Objective 2

Engagement Objective 3

• Feedback from commission, advisory or
working group chairs may be helpful in
this process.

Your
communications
lead can help
identify and
execute the
most effective
engagement
strategies
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Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

4

DRAFT

Create and Implement Engagement
& Communication Strategies (continued)

As you implement your strategy:
• Convene staff involved to review roles,
responsibilities and run of show for each
engagement opportunity.
• Periodically assess your communication
strategy and make modifications as you
go to ensure that you are reaching all
interested stakeholders.

gies
STEP 4 Create and Implement Engagement & Communication Strate
Communications Plan

anticipated benefits, any
Briefly provide a few bulleted messages about the project. This should include
goals it will strive to achieve, etc.
Board approved plans that this project works to implement or key County

What is your
“elevator speech”?
How would you
describe this project
in 2-3 sentences, or
60 seconds?

Outreach Messages

• Establish a system to document all of the
input you receive to help you in the next
step.
• As appropriate, include contractors and/
or consultants identified for this project
in your strategy.

Target Audience

Key Message		

Strategy & Tools

Timeline

Related Engagement Activities
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Six-Step Approach for Public Engagement

5

DRAFT

Conduct Analysis for Decision Makers

Review and analyze all of the input you’ve
received and summarize your findings.
It will be more important that the decision
makers receive an analysis of the input
received through public engagement. It is
especially important for them to see all the
perspectives and views that have surfaced
throughout the process.

w
STEP 6 Complete Project Closeout & After Action Revie
Date
the engagement processes
Each quarter (as applicable), teams are encouraged to review
in this process.
ders
stakehol
external
and
internal
include
and
for Key Projects,
Project

Project Status

What aspects of the Engagement
process went well?

6

Complete Project Closeout &
After Action Review

At the conclusion of a project, include
notifying stakeholders of the status or
outcome in your project closeout tasks. Ensure
all public information locations (websites,
signage, etc.) are updated to reflect the final
information.
Take time to conduct an after action review.
This type of review offers an opportunity to
reflect on what went well and explore areas
for improvement. Lessons learned can be used
to adjust engagement strategies for future
projects.

What were key concerns/
challenges that surfaced about the
engagement process?
Were there aspects of the
engagement process that could have been
done differently? Or better?
How was stakeholder input
provided during the public engagement
process considered in the development of the
final product?
What suggestions do you have for
future engagements for ‘similar’ projects?
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Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: November 14, 2018

ITEM: 7e.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Discuss Demographic Data

Background
After the presentation on demographic data at the August Commission meeting, it was
requested that time be set aside at a future meeting to discuss how to utilize this information
as it pertains to the scope of the work of the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission. The video from that presentation can be found on the City’s website or by clicking
this link.

Recommendation
None.

1

2019
Human Rights, Inclusion &
Engagement
Meeting Schedule
The Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission will meet at 6:30
p.m. in the City Council Chambers of Roseville City Hall, 2660 Civic Center Drive,
on the following dates:

January

16

July

17

February

20

August

21

March

20

September

April

17

October

16

May

15

November

20

June

19

December

18

18

